ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 19. 1919.

LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW

I-

In every Department, Check, Savings
and Safe Deposit, the Burrill National Bank
offers you as a new customer every facility
for the transaction of your business.

I

?|
n

S

same

Call or write for
will be welcome.

[

In

jj

4

particulars—your inquiry

I

Week Daya.
From West—6.47 a ro; 4.31 p m.
From East—11.11, a m; 6.24 pm.
CLOSB

Saturday evening.

mail

Ending at Midnight
Feb. 18, 1919.

Tuesday,

| From

$150

bM

Wool Soap,

It’s the best trade

Gold Medal Flour,

1.50

bar, 5

we

Old Dutch Cleanser.
Savings Bank free with each

pillsbury Best Flour,

„ bbI

Red Eyed Beans,

Reduced from 15c

b.R

I

good

Dust Bane,

qt

please

Grown and

a

can, 8c

or

can

your money back

Bee Brand Tomatoes,

pkg., 9c

'■» c

can, 25c

Guaranteed to

qt., 11c

Quaker Corn Flakes,
New

1.50

“

17c

packed in California

Karo,
The kind that costs

observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & LTnion Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipconditions
itation
Temperatnre

know of

lie
you more

12 m
30—
33—
34—
36—
35—
34—
34—

4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

13—
18—
15—
34

—

29—
22
19—
—

forenoon
clear
clear
fair

afternoou
clear
clear
.16

cloudy.hail
cloudy cloudy,fair
fair
cloudy
fair
clear

partnership

elsewhere
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Mr. and Mrs.

AGENTS FOIt

both

J.

G.

Leighton

ill of influenza.

wile, formerly

and

.

of

—

for two months.

Also Dealers in Second-hand Cars.

junior reception planned

The

Overland and Chevrolet Cars

now

offered at

Percy B. Russell, now of Salem, Mass.,
He will spend a few
Monday.
his

Bargains:

Mrs. Russell

farm

at

Two Overland

store

go’s

have

Two Ford

Touring

Cars

from

the

larger and

Directions
Red

Cross

knitting of

Public Auto Service

just

Day and Night

North

now,

Donovan

more

have

week

move

convenient

been

his

quarters-

received

scarfs

at the

and

children's

sweaters.

Ellsworth

The

festival

Officers

were

elected

as

cherus
of O.

met

W.

follows:

year.
John O.

wishes several small sets of books

attoertterntniuk

she

^Ellsworth, Mauve

Like

600 tons.

Start

sufferer.

great

a

from

Bangor

leaves
and

when

a

young

Ellsworth,

Desl&les, formerly

prominent
who

and

Kate,

of

at

St.

of

men

one

Hancock

o.

seventy-seven

P"»r©,

of the pioneer hotel men
bor, building and running

Taplcy Building,

place.

Pythian order
Donoqua lodge

of Bar

Har-

Deslsles

the

anniversary

of

the

will

and

Haiel

Nevells,
a

production
them

welcomed

C- C. BURRILL

“Why

&

SON

fire and automobile insurance
of the

fStoltsBtonai

A L 1cE
r
K\

H

leading companies

Storage Battery Repairing
and Recharging

v, c; O T I

KKa'l ‘.‘'.YC"<A,UNtTNli

morning
after

run

llontt

nurse
Miss M. Elizabeth
Googins
ELLSWORTH
149-3

A
68

R. ROYAL.

BtateBt.,

next

Court House,

All Kinds of Laundry Word.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
tloorls called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State Street,

...

Ellsworth. Me

at

Hoboken

and

who,

costumer.

here

native of East

something

over

Springfield, Mass.
ago he bought out
O.

P. Torrence

had

C. A. Grumrnere of California and N.
Thompson of New York, Y. M. C. A.
secretaries who are just now assisting in
a
for the
organization of
campaign
community Y. M. C. A. work throughout
the Stat**, were in Ellsworth yesterday
and laid the preliminary plans of the

Mr.

Bucksport,

came

a

today.

caucuses

both

the

CREMB

Moore’s

Pharmacy
j Jor. opp. the
Mail Orders a

Post Office

Specialty

will

Hancock hall this evening at
7.30 o’clock. The general caucus M ill be
folioM'ed by the caucuses of Mards 1, 2, 3
be

held at

and 5.

Ward 4

caucus

at

worth,

Mill

caucus
morroM*

Mards

republicans

will hold their

Agricultural hill, North Ellsthis afternoon. The democratic

1,

be hell at

evening
2 and 5

at 7.30.

Hancock hAll toThe

will follow

caucuses

at the

of

same

MID-WINTER SALE

must

taken

be

OF

H

Heavy and Light Horses
_

into

come

when it

the smaller towns

of tne government, I

have made arrangeshipped on consignment army
horses from 1,000 to 1,400 pounds each; also
horses
of
different
weights,
including
matched pairs, from contractors who were
doing work for the government, and who nowhave no furthur use for them.
These horses
will be ou sale at my Sales Stable in Ellsworth. I have and offer for sale now several
horses, either single or in pairs, at a price
that will please even a birgaiu-huuter. Every
horse guaranteed as represented, or money
refuuded.
Horses bought and sold for a
small commission.
ments to have

Violette Commission Horse Mart

the

rural

SIMON VIOLETTE,

The

real

campaign

will

begin early

L. Morang
local chairman.

Charles
as

has

Ellsworth, Me.

look

in

been

EVENTS.

Let a. fill your orders for
garden seeds,
such as Beets, Turnips,
Parsuips, Carrots
Cucumbers Squash and citron. All in Packages at 5c each; none soil in bulk thia
apring.
Onr seeds have all been tested.
St.Regis
bustles at 45c per dor.; *1.50
per
100; apple trees, 2 years old, 3 to 4L. feet
high,
at 10c each; all in limited
numbers. We
sell at these prices as long as our stock shall
lasts.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
Address

jas,.berry

Hancock

Friday evening, Feb. 21, at Paul Revere
lall, Mechanics building, Boston—Ellsvorth reunion. Tickets, 63 cents, on sale
it store of Stetson Foster, 6 Hamilton

re-

and

business

Gentlemen 35 cents, ladies 15 cents.

democratic parties will be
publican
held this week to nominate candidates
for
commissioner
mayor, street
The republican caucus
aldermen.

the

Wednesday evening, Feb. 19, at Methodist vestry—Everybody's birthday party.
Friday evening, Feb. 21, at Hancock
ball-Washington Birthday party, under
luspices of Nokomis Rebekah lodge.

and

I

of

of

the time has

COMING

Mr.

of

few

men

and

State

spring.
Political

that

selected

street, which he
Rideout was
a member of the Odd Fellows lodge in
Brewer, where he formerly resided. He
leaves a widow and two sisters.
The
funeral was held Saturday.
The body
was entombed at Woodbine cemetery to
await removal to Fast Bucksport in the
on

cognizes

April.

two years ago from
About
two
years
the store business of

had since conducted.

_

communities. The same
thing is being doue in states throughout
the Union, and Maine will not be behind.

Rideout
but

a

Ellsworth. The
entire State is to be organized by counties
and districts. Heretofore Y.
M. C. A.
work has been confined largely to the
large cities, but the organization re-

contiued him

weeks.

Talking; Machines

Having been discharged from the service

J.

the

on

Edison

and

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

characters.

different

promises to be mo9t unique
and entertaining. Mauv of the costumes
Boston
are being prepared especially by a

Rideout died last Thursday
his home on State street,

illness that

an

was a

Ellsworth

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

in

to his home several

No s t a 1
mouth—no hot,
harsh tongue.
But the Cool
Clean Klenzo
Feeling that
lasts so long.
Carry home

the

on

The affair

by his many friends.

arrived

Frank A.

Batteries Stored for Winter and
Given I'roper Care

AM)

cgiBgrag

Telephone

Because it
makes my breakfast taste betterl”

tube of Klenzo

®bidb.

MentOutaTw.thK
<& rrum Co oi
aud for
.****«£**
*
(ur“‘»lilaK
Probate Hint Surety

94 FRVNKLIN ST.,

of this and foreign countries

be

OPTOMETRIST
Victor

Littleflnger,” and “Prof.
Mr.
dog-face man.
will have charge of the show,

will lecture

Mongolia and after a short period at
Damp Merritt, was sent to Devens, where
be received his honorable discharge and
was mustered out.

Do I Use
Klenzo?

—l.stablislied 1807—

some

travel

among
the fat

the

Duffee, as a casual, had many
interesting experiences. He was with
the salvage department several months,
and doing guard
duty, had charge of
batches of German
many
prisoners. campaign before
After nearly
six week* of continous and
professional

attended to as usual.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Duffee,

Owen

is

E. F. ROBINSON

The second part w'ill consist of tableaux
representing “Mother Goose” rhymes.

Friday after ten months
England ana France, is being

warmly

THo Kciuiitable Fire and MarlnelnsuranceCo.

representing

Robert

answer

INVISIBLE BIFOCALS

THE

celebrities,

“Madam

Dogwood,”
Cooke, who

drill

Ice-cream

of Barnum's

being “Percy Astorbilt,”

The

and Countess

follow, with music

orchestra.

Private

Representing
OF

will

Dancing

funny”
Daddy

given Monday this affect you ?

Louise,” the giantess;
“Madam
Lyons,” the bearded lady;
“Mile. Lola,” the snake charmer; “Count
boy;

piano
by

a

“Life

‘PVon't move, daddy,
you look so

does look funny peering over
Subjects his
reading
glasses when he wants to
Stewardship” and
see more than a few feet away. Does
invited.

The entertainment to ba

entertain-

Austin, and

cordially

are

u

evening, March 3, as a testimonial tendered
to Fred E. Cooke by his many Ellsworth
friends, is making excellent progress.
The first part of the entertainment will be
an exhibition of freak attractions, a re-

The program will include tableaux,
duets by Harry
Parker and
Martha
KoyaL, and Ella Mae Johnston and
Madeline Sabans, vocal solos by Louise
and

all

“Evangelism,”
“Stewardship.”

Nokomis Rebekah lodge will
at Hancock hall Friday even-

Catherine

Friday evening.

pastors of the several churches in
group are expected to be present
and take part in the service. Short addresses will be given by Revs. C. W.
Lowell, E. S. Gahan and T. E. Fairchild.
It is expected that Rev. Robert Pearse of
Boston w'iil give the closing address.
This service w?ili be in the audience room,

ing.

by

|

Methodist

the

this

next

Washington’s Birthday

place

14, Residence 41-3

hold their

The

the Unitarian church this winter.

ment of

Real Estate

church to-morrow
evening there will be a service in keeping
with the great centenary program which
is being carried out by that denomination.
At

Erva Giles as soloist and a
chorus of eight voices.
A Pythian sermon
will be delivered by Rev. J. W. Tickle.
After the service, refreshments will be
served. An invitation is extended to all
K. Ps. and their families, also the public
in general. This is
the second in the
series of vesper services being held at

take

Fire To-Night?

Telephones: OfKce

St.

at the

tural hall at 7 30

was

Miss

The

Main

engine house at Ellsworth
Falls, Friday evening at 7.30, and those of
ward 4 will have their caucus at Agricul-

For the past few years he has
made bis home with his daughter in Ellsworth.

fifty-fifth

69

Ward 3 democrats will

caucus

hotel.

weeks

Marine and Automobile Insurance

;

of the most

Deslsles

Mr.

years.

Dorng my absettce, repar woik sent
be
to Ellsworth. 65 Oak St., will

rs/lAirsl STREET

119

Bank

TAPEEY

W.

county, and

one

with

a

Insurance and

closely identified with the early
development of Bar Harbor as a summer
resort, died Friday in Ellsworth at the
home of his daughter and only child,
Mrs. John W. Coughlin, at the age of

in

THOMPSON

Savings

Hank.

Maine

Suppose You Should Have

She

was

service

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

A.

County Savings

Hancock County

arrived borne last

Edward H. Baker

J.

account with the Hancock

Mrs.

woman.

Bangor. The funeral was held
Joseph’s Catholic church Saturday.

Private

Care of AMERICAN

Telephone

follow the lines of least resistance

people

some

Ellsworth,

cake will be sold.

146-11

an

William H. Scott,
husband,
four
children-William H., jr.,

fcy Higgins’

R. B. H.,

promptly

Limr i tnr

a

Ellen and Anna of

8.15

three

flowing river,

a

I

m

and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can

being

is

dc

vvn t

was in the seventy-first year of her
age. She had been a resident of Ellsworth since her marriage, coming here

soflo

ress:

will be away about

us.

Union Trust Company

the young ladies of the lodge on the floor
of the hall. The concert will begin at

I

to

W here at

icehouse^ and

an

was

Alexander

ACCOUNTS INSTALLED, KEPT OR AUDITED
Ad

which

the

Whitney, president; O. W. Tapley, vicepresident; Miss Agnes A. Lord, secretary;

ACCOUNTANT

having

are

summer.

It will hold 400 to

The

building to the

Monday evening at the office
rapley and reorganized for

i,

Lamoine.

for the
headquarters here
the refugee articles needed
namely, children’s socks,

women’s shawls,

TELEPHONE 12«

Available April

Bank with

business,

be
observed by
Sunday by a vesper
next store above, formerly occupied by service at the Unitarian
church, at 1
the shoe-repairing plant, where be w'ill o’clock.
Special music will be rendered,

Four-Ninety Chevrolet

those

as

larger
Prompt and efficient service
EVERY depositor.
Checking Accounts invited.

Mrs. Mary Scott died Thursday at her
home on Oak street, after an illness of
several months, during the latter part of

in Auburn.

visiting

is

David Friend will next

One

be

arrived

weeks at

Cars

to

given by the seniors of the high school
Friday evening of this week, has been
postponed to March 7.

Second-hand

employees

our

Accounts.

that Ellsworth will
one time
it looked as if Ellsworth would be without
an iceman next summer, now there will
be two. Myron R Calisle and Simon'Violetie are both storing ice for the general
trade. The old Wiswell blacksmith
shop
near Mr. Carlisle’s
livery stable has been
cool

a

Isaac

Mrs. ausan Murcn returned Saturday
from Philadelphia, w-here she has been
visiting her son. Lieut. Arthur E. Murch,

.

officers and

attractive program

bis garage

)

Scott

Fremont Maddocks of

are

in

indications

The

have

Ellsworth.

GARAGE
—

H.

North Ellsworth

of

.

this w’eek

Mrs. 8. C. Sturtevant, mother of Principal Lewis 8turtevant of the high school,
is the guest of Miss Alice Haslam.
Mrs. Will Nevells and daughter* Hazel
spent the week-end in Bangor, the guests

SILVY & LINNEHAN, INC.
.

meei

Mrs. John F. Whitcomb.

with

An

courteous consideration of

same

business has been incorporated
under the name of Silvy & Linnehan.
The garage is agent for the Overland and
Chevrolet cars and also handles secondhand cars, and conducts a
public auto
service. After May first it is proposed to
keep the garage open day and night.

filled.

The woman’s club will meet with Mrs.

h„

the

depositors receive

the

remodelled into

fair
fair

George 8. Foster Feb. 26.
The Thursday club will

At this Bank small

E. Silvy has taken D. E. Linnehan

F
into

closes.

WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.

Harter’s A No. 1 Flour,

Giles.

Refreshments will be served.

and

For Week

F.

arranged, including a short talk
Washington, music and scenes from
life of Washington in pantomime.

thf,

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before

evening

to-morrow

has been
on

AT POSTOPPICB

Going West—10.40 a m; 5.50 p m.
Going East—6.15 am: 3.55 p m.

an

rehearsal

a

The February committee of the Congregational church will have a Washington’* birthday party in the chapel,

MAIL8 RECEIVED.

MAILS

be

Perry J. Langley has purchased for the
J. F. Kimball Trading Co. of Millinocket,
where he now has charge of the meat department, the refrigerator and a large part
of the store fixtures of Charles C. Cottle &
Son. Mr. Langley is here this week looking after the shipment of the goods.

effect, Nov. 11, 1918.

^

abbtrtigrniEntg.

May Bonsey, Harry L. Crabtree
Mrs. H. E. Rowe, executive committee; Miss Bonsey pianist. It is hoped
to have a large chorus this year, and all
interested are invited to join. There
Mias

will

AT BLL8WORTH P08T0PFICE.

S«

0.

I

THE ELLSWORTH PO8TOFFI0H.

*T

and

at the home of Mrs. L.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

3

careful, painstaking attention,
now rendered to more
confidential,
strictly
than two thousand satisfied customers.
The

ADVERTI8KMENT8 THIS VVEKh

Fountain pen lost
Silvy * Linuehan—Garage
J A Haynes—Cash and carry
Maine anti-tuberculosis ass’n
Second-hand Ford car wanted
Accountant—Available April 1
Agricultural Ins Co statement
Notice of Foreclosure—W B Blaisdell
Sorry:
Hancock Co Nursery A Seed Co

I

County Nursery & Seed Co.

Surry,
ANDREW P.

Saturday evening, Feb. 22, at Congregational chapel
Washington’s Birthday
>arty by February committee of Con( gregational church; 25 cents.

It

—

Thursday, Feb. 27, 8 p. m., at Sewell
lall, Huntington ave., Boston
Bluebill
1 eunion.
1

JORDAN*

BARBER

)lace, Boston, Mass.
*

Maine

Now at
Church Street

(Opp. Oon|f relational

t

hurch)

where he will he pleased to see all old
and new customers

—

Friday evening, Feb. 28,
1 lall—Senior

chooi.

at

Hancock

reception to Juniors of high
«

When the mailorder house finds

a

town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its cata none mailing

list.

Jim
_

EDITED

TO ALL WOMEN
WHHRE ILL
Woman Recommends
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—Her
Personal Experience.

women

wno

lcme

to an

Reproving

Old friends are best!
The roses softly blowing
Close by the door, they always seem to say
re
“Old friends are best,” although we

there.

wife have returned

—Selected by B. E. S.

visiting

are

last week at W. O.

Emery’s

“Valley Farm,”

as

a

few

in Ellsworth.

presented

by the

high school, deserves
praise. There was a large attendance and a goodly sum was realized.

senior class of the
much

Music was furnished for the dance by
Bunker’s orchestra, assisted by Mr. Clark,
drums, of Ellsworth, and Fred Grant,
violin.
H.
Feb. 17.

visitors

Mississippi

he found his grave.
ties of the springs

TRENTON.
Mrs. Earl Bean has returned home.

The curative properknown to

were

the

out

Leroy

Davis and Mrs.

ton, after spending the winter with her
daughter, Mrs. H. D. Bunker.
W.
Feb. 17.
MT. DESERT FERRY.

Mr. White spent last week

daughter,

with

his

Mrs. Carrie Carter.

Miss Marion Marsh spent the week-end
with her parents in Eddington.
Feb. 17.
C.

| KEEP !T SWEET
2

|§

j

Keep your stomach sweet
today and ward ©3 the indigesdon of tomorrow--try

aid to digestion.
pleasant and as safe to
I take as candy.

8 the
■ As

B

new

MADE BY SCOTT

A

was

BOWNE
S Ui-(:OS

the

administered by the war department
for tbe ben 'fit of officers and enlisted

made

military and naval service
of the United States, and for honorably
of tbe

men

An

surrounding them
Congress, set aside for the
future disposal of tne United States, not
Lo be entered, located or appropriated for
any other purpose whatever, thus making
the first national park reservation of the
country and keeping the water free from
b\ act of

exploitation.
ail grouped about the
Springs mountain, their com-

aud

The springs
base of Hot
bined

are

flow being
The

hot

825,000 gallons per

over

proving

Secretary

miles of

is

of the

the service and

reservation.
over

water

There

in

beautifying the

are more

well-built

Interior

than eleven

roads and

here

mission

■

is

serious and obstinate character such

a

j

have

waters

nor

be

from

funds

auy

given

poor, and other
There are nineteen

Rates

such weather is
the residents.

are

me line

were

villag*

the

S.

and

Marguerite Anderson. Many friends
here, where Miss Anderson had spent
several summers, were pained to learn of
her death, and extend sympathy to the

family.
Feb. 17.

bit of

a

Should

surprise

a

pecoiiar emphasis

EAST SULLIVAN.

eveu

Herbert

A. Moody and wife of Augusta
visiting Mrs. Moody’s father, George
Patten.

John Moore

was

taken

hospital this morning
on for appendicitis.

be

Silsby

Alice

Mrs.

Carl

visiting
Silsby and

Urann

achusetts

Mrs.

are

rents, H. T.
Feb. 17.

Donald

son

Bridges' pa-

ife.

w

M.

Albion

Jelliaon is ill.

Myra Frost,
improving.

Mrs.
is

Hollis

Carter,

was

to

to be

the

Bangor

operated up-

called home from

by the

serious

Mass-

illness of

his

who

while

wood-sawing machine,

has

working

had

one

ill,

been

on

broken.

given Friday evening at
Irving Carr,
the birthday of their youngest sou, John.
Feb. 17.
F.
A

party

was

the

home

of

Mr. andiMrs.

SEAL COVE.
Miss Carmen
been

quite ill,

Harper
is

she will be able to

of Center, who has
convalescing. All hope
resume

teaching

Feb. 16.

soon.

N.

For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema
salt rheum, hives, iicb. scald head, herpes,
scabies, Doan's Ointment is highly rec’om*
lueuded. 60c a box at all stores—Advt.

enthusiastic response, “It sure is
wonder,” shows me that such days as

and the
a

have had for two weeks

we

found here at

Try

this

season.

The bluebirds, redbirds

this—

are

while
little

buy a

tin of

hyacinths,
6hrub

flowers

and

even a

other

morn-

is

a

vase

of

honeysuckles and a
with yellow star
say most entranciugly,

covered
to

seem

“

What breakfast food do you prefer,
We strive toplease our patrons, sir?”
“Some Town Talk biscuits,” said the guest,
“With coffee, never mind the rest.”

••spring surely is here.” And, sitting by
an open window as I write, watching the
scarlet birds ou the maple tree, 1 feel to

“spring

echo

is here.”

Susie Haynes DeLaitte.
—

Milled

COREA.

|
—-

catbirds

and

suburbs,

sweet-scented violets, gathered day before yesterday, and across tbe street,
along the walks in our neighbor’s yard,
are rows and
rows of yellow crocuses,

—fbr any reason— and
you want to get your
moneys worth in satis-r

out around in the

mocking-bird was seen the
ing. In our sitting-room

"When a change from
coffee seems desirable

faction,

always

not

are

|

Maurice Young

moved to South |

has

phia

for

Elvin

to

Philadel-

visits

a

Youof hfca moved his family home

Gouldsboro.
William Paul has

from

INSTANT
POSTUM

shire

business.

on

panied

gone to New
Cecil Stewart

Hampaccom-

him.

MacDonald, seacoast missionWednesday over Sunday, giving interesting sermons.
Rev. A. P.
was

ary,

here from

8.

Feb. 14.

NORTH HANCOCK.
Everett Richardson is home.
C. 1. Stewart, who has been ill, bas

re-

turned to his work.

Every year

more

drink Postum.

people

Why?
Try it yourself; you'll

Bernard

I

Sumner

McKay

and

Irving

are
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WEST TREMONT.
B. Rich bas sold his power boat
Will Gott, McKinley.

Frank
to

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Black
congratulations on the

find

"There's a Reason

Joy,

cutting pulpwood for George
Eaffin. Daniel McKay is hauliug.
M*
Feb. 17.

Stewart

ing

are

receiv-

birth

of

a

daughter, born Feb. 16.
Feb. 17.

”

_Thelma.

Children are Sickly,
Mother Gray’* Sweet Powder* for Children
Break up Colds in 24 hours, relieve Feverish*
ness, Headache. Stomach Troubles. Teething
Disorders, move and regulate the bowels,
.11 any

j
I*

an

j

;

Destroy

Worms.

They

are

so

pleasant

take children like them. Dsed by mothers
All*, druggists. Sample
over 3U years.
Le R >y,
FREE. Address, Mother.Gray Co
x. y.

to

i for

Honor—Ideal for

Every Baking_

Gouldsboro.

Mrs. Joseph Paul haft fiOBfi

on

/

a

forefinger

“mighty”

the

I

in

is at

Adelbert Bridges and

of Btewer

of Augusta is at tht
uncle, Edward Johnson.

are

to

visiting

illness at the E. M.

Harry Patten

home of bis

late

you chance to

on

L.

other

Dr.

are

MARIAV1LLE.

Lovejoy and E. E. Lovejoy
Dorchester, Mass., by the
death of Mrs Lovejoy'a niece,

Miss

private

and

H.

home, after t
G. hospital.
Charles Silsby has been home from
Bangor high school two weeks, ill of
Miss

called to

sudden

when
two
old
distance
hearing
Settler** meet, the exclamations are perhaps, “Isn’t this a mighty pretty day?'’
with

at

C. M. Jones.

in

Slmcrtisrmmts

meeting

a

Wood, who was assisted by
Mrs. Aseia Bunker. The next meeting
will be held at the village library Mar. 1.
Subject, “Home liemedies,’* led by Mrs.

enjoying
present
May weather. Somehow, although they
do not express themselves thus, I believe

regulations, i'ne water is
», prices varying according to equip-

George Crosby and wife

mumps.

E

young
to the

Ha rigor.

The Housekeepers club was entertained
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.

many

Minnesota’s

we are

government
the same in

week-end

a

long

places of amusement. Tbe resident population is about 10,000. There are many
hotels, boarding houses, cottages and
apartments for housekeeping. The climate is good throughout tbe year. At

for the

accommodations.

j
!

can

churches of

j

ACROKA.

library Saturday evening, Feb. 22, to discuss
matters
concerning dinner town
meeting day.
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are

reported
welcome

to his host oi friends.

Harbor

Mrs. C. S.

There

n, who is
which is

Gladys Leighton Bragdon spent
part of her girlhood in this place where
she is pleasantly remembered. Her friends

Winter
Bmallidge
guest of Miss Ethel
of

There will be
;

valley in which the springs are located, out over the open plain to the south

footpaths

employed

Noyes.

narrow

a

and

was

range in temperature from
degrees. The city of Hot
Springs is governed under state and municipal law. It spreads beyond the
to

been

*•
«s

Alonzo

Miss Helen

Tbe waters

102

has

morn

over the passing out of the
Tracy and w ife entertained grieve
mother, and extend sympathy
Saturday evening.
family.
j Mrs. Sadie Spurting and son Clifford
Feb. 17.
visited in Prospect Harbor last week.

transportation
statement appears to

This

who

l

Morton

this

Mrs.

Milo, is home.
D.

free institution.

and
has
represents the government
charge of general matters, such as enforcing the rules and regulations of the
department, sanitation, the government

ment

relief

better

friends

be necessary, as many destitute invalids
come each year from far and near, believing that the government maintains a

and east.

necessary supervision.
bathhouses
under

Errery Albee,

railroad

or

furnished.

which

superintendent of the reservation, denominations, fine public
appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, schools, hospitals, theatres

pay

WEST GOULDS BOKO.
in

as

benefiting.
The government free bathhouse for the
poor, established in 1878, gave 101,255 free
baths in-1917. But there are no hospitals
in the city of Hot Springs to which
patients can be admitted free of charge,

A

bathhouse

j

established rep-

an

father,
news

utation for

the mountains.

free

the

of

sailors

army, but adreserved for diseases of

NEWS

C'JUNTY

services* of at-

tendants tbe same in all.
Tbe Army and Navy hospital is supplied with water from the springs. It

these

monopoly

the Interior

of

is

four sections of land

j

tbe Sectretary
charge for tbe

by

fixed
and

con-

years ago the first permanent cabin was
built. In 1832 the hot spriugs and the

im

Harry Davis

returned to Harring-

time to time for

discharged soldiers and
regular and volunteer

tion of the

Miss Emilie Young entertained the Red
Cross ladies, Lincoln’s birthday.

& WHITNEY.

the

supplied to the
various bathhouses, and the receipts from
this source are expended, under the direc-

35on:tiscmnU8

again.

Mrs. Robbins has

battled from

of

various

the

open log cabin
of split boards, evidently erected by persons coming with
tne hope of regaining iheir health, were
found about 1804. One hundred and twelve

day.

Mrs. Ella Donlin has returned home.
Mrs.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

given to the sick of all trines.

were,

annually to teat them.

These hot springs were probably visited
in 1541 by DeSoto, the Spanish explorer,
known in history as the discoverer of the
river, in the waters of which

told that

is

The earliest white settlement

friends, the home paper offers a con.venient medium. At the same time oue
may be able to give to some oi the readers,
a bit ol general information of interest.
Hot Springs, our present place of tarrying,
This someis surely most interesting.
what famous resort owes its great popularlty to the wonderfully curative properties
of its hot springs, that bring about 150,000

days

It

about the year ISM.
and a few huts built

absent

Capt. W. H. Seavy has returned from a
■week’s visit with his family in Portland.
Miss Emma Whittaker spent

Springs, Ark., Feb. 5.

Dear Editor American:
As a meansof communication with one’s

been released from service.

of

trol of the hot waters, in which they believed*the “Great Spirit” dwelt, but finally
a truce was declared and their
benefits
were

Hot

Warren Smith has returned home, hav-

are

tribes

of The American will find it of much in-

in

so

or two

Indians long before the coming

Spaniards.

terest.

Leroy G. Tracy and wife
Levant and Franklin.

dose

LartMt Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In bom, 10c., 25c.

has been psssed on to os for a place in our.
column—where the writer is well known
in our circle as “Aunt Sue.” The readers

home.

Nothing

your feet

_

The following letter t<» The American,

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

as a

on

BEEEHAM’S
PIUS

know.

And in the winter of the heart are ringing
The songs we loved so many years ago.
Old friends are best!
When autumn twilight falling
care
Brings respite from the daily toil and
I seem to hear their vibrant voices calling.
Although 1 know—I know they are not

of its long experience is at your service,

ing

quickly

knowing
Where they are faring at the close of day.
Old friends are bestl
Somehow the memory clinging
used to
Brmgs back the faces that we

remedy a trial.
For special suggestions in regard to
vour ailment write Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. The result

Stevens and

general feeling.

will put you

never

women.”—Mrs. John Koppelmann, R.
No. 1, McLean, Nebraska.
This famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, has been restoring women of
America to health for more than forty
woman
years and it will well pay any
who suffers from displacements, inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
“the blues” to give this successful

Byron

attention to these symptoms
and get prompt relief by
using Beecham’s Pills. A
few doses will stimulate the
liver, help the stomach, regulate the bowels and make
a great difference in vour

OLD FRIENDS ARE BEST.
Old friends are best !
Old forms, old hearts, old faces
That haunt the memory of the passing
years,
And seem to dwell among deserted places,
us for all our nameless fears.

sunenng

Pay strict

dyspepsia

latent

The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

Since taking it I
have a fine healthy
baby girl and have
gained in health and
strength. My husband tod I both
praise your medfc

You know the signs—a
head, sick stomach,
in the mouth,
taste
bad
neavy

to

suuer

medicine.

doctor’s

When
Your Liver is
out of Order

“Helpful and Hopeful.1

all communications

all

from any functional
disturbance, as it
has done me more
than all the

good

MAIHIK”.

'erchange
communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given it in this respect.
of
munications must be signet!, but the name
writer will not be printed except by permission
or
Communications will be subject to approval
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address

McLean, Neb.—“ I want to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
to

BY “AUNT

The purposes of this column are succlnc j
mut si
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Is for the comBeing for the common good, U
of In
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor
In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the
of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit'*

This

Compound

Motto:

Its

aiAint.'stmtm*

fimcfit Column.

fButual

SUfocrusontiitfe

SKY CAMERA MEN
m 6HEAT WORK
photographers in British Air Service Had Important Part
in War.

WERE AWKWARD AT FIRST
“Spy Dropping” Another Feature of
Work of Aviation Section Devel-

oped

Toward

End

tremendous risks,
force enmera men
in the wnr the
played to perfection
in the enemy's eamp.
part of the spy
A month or so nfter our first very
attenuated and Ill-equipped flying
squadron hnd gone over to France
with the “Old Contemptible*." an observer flying one sunny day over the
with him a muchenemy lines took
cherished pocket camera and exposed
begome films over the enemy's ground

London.—Taking
air

neath him.
He wanted them only to send home
souvenirs. When they
to his people as
he found they formed
were developed
map of the
an excellent pictorial
Bnche front lines.
T'nen It was that Lieutenant Colonel
Moore-Brabaxon, the “father" and organizer of the photographic section of
the Royal Air force, realized the enormous possibilities of air photographs
as an aid to the Intelligence stnfT.
He began to agitate for permission
to carry on the work of photographing
the German activities from the air.
The early experiments turning out to
he of first-rate value. Colonel MooreBrabazon was sent home to start organizing a photographic branch of the

flying corps.
Gradually Improved.
Ana

so tno

anny

|

spying

service went

Improving month by month.
As the work of the flying arm of the

on

service extended ashore and nfloat so
did the work of the air spies extend.
They photographed U-boats resting on
the bed of the Adriatic and Mediterranean; they pictured the oil patches
on the seas which betoken the sudden
end of a submarine.
To dodge successfully the Hun flyers
and th» ever-present "Archie,” the
pilots had invaribly to fly at fairly
high altitudes—rarely at less than 10,000 feet, and always on a zigzag
course.

The “mosains," as they were called
—picture maps pieced together something like a Jigsaw puzzle—were made
from thousands of pictures taken with
a lens pointing vertically toward the

..

M.

RICE.

|

mrnnTmini ummi^TmimTmmMii?

“It’s just

perfect day

to go mayexclaimed Joyce,
“Do you mind if I see if I can find
any in Mrs. Burn's pasture?”
"But Joyce, that is a very long way
from here,” answered her aunt, “and
besides, it is a very lonely walk as
no one lives out that way.”
“Why, Auntie,” Inughed the girl,
“you know nothing will happen to me
around here, where everybody knows
everybody else. I'll be all right.”
“Well, dear,” sighed Aunt Mary, “all
right, you may go, but be sure to be
back by five o’clock.”
With a laughing remark, and a wave
of her hand, Joyce Lynd was off, walking briskly down the country road.
She was a very jolly girl and exceedingly popular In the small town. Since
her parents died, ten years before, she
had lived with her aunt, Miss Mary
Lynd, on the old homestead.
After walking for about two miles
along the dusty road. Joyce turned Into a small pasture.
She had to cross
several stone walls and barbed-wire
fences before she came to the pasture
where the mayflowers grew.
Joyce got safely over most all the
fences, but when she came to the one
which separated her from the road,
she hesitated.
“Oh, denr!" she exclaimed, “I don’t
know how I am to get over this one,
it’s so high and has all that barbed
wire on top!”
She climbed over the wire safely and
jumped down on the other side, but
when she tried to stoop down to get
the mayflowers she had dropped she
could not move! Her waist had caught
on the barbed wire In such a way that
no matter how she twisted and turned
she could not loosen it, nor could she
reach It with her hands.
"Oh, why can’t someone hurry and
come along!” scolded Joyce, stamping her foot, I Just hate this old town,
with nobody in It! What's thatl I
do believe It’s an auto! Goodness!
I hope so!”
a

flowering, Auntie,”

To Reproduce Accident.
Stamford, Conn.—Reproduction of
an automobile aeeident in which a car
operated by Frank Prezlnskl ran down
Bernard Blum and killed him was ordered by County Coroner Phelan in
order that he might better tlx the
blame for the fatality.

INDULGE IN JOrOUS "MIXUP”
People of Villages

of the Ukraine Hold
Peculiar Celebration on Resurrection Sunday.

YALE GETS WEBSTER'S HOUSE
Historic Building at New Haven Has
Recently Become the Property
of the University.

The

In purchasing and taking possession of the famous Noah Webster
house, Yale university has come into
possession of one of the oldest and
perhaps the most historical building
In New Haven.
When the venerable lexicographer
wrote the dictionary a century ago,
he never dreamed that the borne In
which
be
performed his literary
labors would prove the quarters of
United States troops In the greatest
of world wars.
Yet that was the
destiny of the plain wooden building.
The university turned It over to the
Studetn Army Training corps and It
was occupied by soldiers till the final
demobilization.
It was the home of Webster while
he resided In the city, although part
of his dictionary was written at Amherst, Mass. He was one of Yale’s
most
famous professors, his work
ranking In world value with that of
his fellow professors, Samuel F. B.
Morse and Ell Whitney.
The home stands at the corner of
Grove and Temple streets and was
formerly the property of Courtland T.
Trowbridge, a relative of the lexicographer. The university has acquired
It because of Its scheme to fill the
square bounded by Wall. Temple,
Grove and College streets with dormitories
Scientific
for the
Sheffield
school. The entire group, It Is expected will be given by Frederick W. Vanderbilt of New York city, a graduate
of the class of 76.
He alreudy has
given two large dormitories.

Humorous Explanation
Why He Was Wearing Such
“Giddy Lingerie."

Is

the

and

richest

thickly settled district of Rus-

sia.

Travelers

will

remember

It

as

plain of never-ending wheat fields, a
land of silent, friendly peasants, of
a

HAD THE LAUGH ON COOTIES
Soldier's

Ukraine

most

of

|

colorful dress and curious folk customs.
Large cities are few, but there
Is a village every few miles.
The people of the villages, and even
the more enlightened folk of the cities. have retained some traditional obOne
servances peculiar to the land.
of the most curious of these was a part
of the celebration of the Greek church
holiday, Resurrection Sunday. This
date was up to a few years ago the
occasion for a municipal free-for-all
fight in many Ukrainian cities.
The people of the city were divided
Into two camps.
Sometimes the city
was divided Into halves; more often
the division was made into the true
urban dwellers on the one hand, and
the suburbanites on the other.
All the
able-bodied men, and still more enthusiastically, all the small boys,
poured into the streets for battle. No
weapons of any kind were used; even
Fists
sticks nnd clubs were barred.
were employed freely, however, and
any man could get literally all the
fight he wnnted.
The combat sometimes raged all
day.
Any time some combatant had
“enough," he needed only to Indicate
as much, and the crowd was bound to
He was
part and let him through.
then barred from further participation.
The battle sometimes ended with one
party or the other driven from the
Held, but usually the decision was a
draw and nothing but a collection of
bruised knuckles and sore heads remained to show for It.
The origin of this custom has given
rise to considerable speculation. It Is
probably due to the fact that the Ukrainians were for centuries a fighting
people. In the middle ages they were
continually Involved In petty warfare
with the Cossacks and the Tartars.
When the "balance of power” peace
descended upon Europe, they seem to
have turned Instinctively to warlike
sports to keep alive the fighting spirit
In view of recent
among the people.
developments, the recourse would hardly appear to hove been a success.—
Chicago Daily News.

Monument to Stand on Prairie.
on
a
Texas prairie there
will be seen next spring a heroic
bronze statue of a man and horse. It
is a memorial to young Charles Noyes,
of a ranch near Melvin, who was
killed In a range accident three years
ago, and Is the work of Pompeo Copplnl. The Texas lad was six feet four
Inches In height and the sculptor has
modeled him as he was In life, while
the horse stands 16 hands high. The
Mr. Copplnl Is now
pose Is striking.
at work on Chicago’s monument to her

Solitary

Literary Digest

Japanese Activity In Siberia.

j

Owned Fine Library.
Andrew D. White, the eminent American diplomat, who died recently, was
the owner of one of the finest libraries
la America. Mr. White began early in
life to accumulate books, chiefly on
the subjects of the world’s history. At
last he had 40,000 volumes, a respectable total, as Mr. Birrell would admit,
who once said that a man should never
tulk of his library until he had 10,000
books. Mr. White left his library to

iii'rteSte<^’

Transcript.

Appetite

many people have praised this medicine for its success
oiercoming very distressing forms of stomach and liver
°u ‘C| l^at
feel sure it will
also. Then it is

in

help you
so
extremely economical for family use, we know you can
ivo
money by giving it the preference. You will feel
strongtr, your appetite will
return, you will enjoy your meals and
m muc h better
spirits after taking a few doses. It breaks
is co s, relieves
constipation and is a splendid spring ton>«•
Insist upon having the TRUE “L.F.”
when you buy of
jour dealer Price 50 cents.
Guaranteed by the L. F. Medicine Ce.,
Portland, Maine.

Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy,
inpimply complexion, headaches, nausea,
digestion. Thta blood makes yon wpak, pate
and sickly. For pure blood, sound digestion,
use Burdock Blood Bitters. <125
—Adrt.

ves.

mere

u

was

again—a

uisuuci

“chug, chug” In the distance. It was
coming up the road towards her. But
as
It came In sight, Joyce saw, to
her dismay, that It was coming at a
very rapid rate.
"I’ll never be able to stop It, at the

speed It’s coming,” she murmured, "but
I’ll take a chance.
Hey 1 there I
Hel-lo!
Stop a minute please 1”
With a grinding of brakes, the highpowered car stopped and a young man
turned towards Joyce and taking off
his cap, asked, anjlouslv:
"What’s the matter? Have you hurt

yourself?”
"No, but I’m caught on this barhed
wire and I’ve been waiting and waiting for someone to come, but no one
did. and I’m so tired and I know Aunt
Mary will be worrying to death about
me.”
It took but a minute for him to set
her free, and as she sank wearily down
to the ground and began to gather up
the mayflowers she had dropped, she
said:
“Thank you very much for coming
along and helping me. I was afraid
you’d go right by and not see me. You
were driving awfully fast.”
“I generally drive fast, especially on
these country roads,” he answered,
“but I certainly should not have seen
you If you had not called to me.”
As she rose, ready to start, he said:
"Do you live far from here? Can’t
take you home In the machine? I
am visiting my aunt. Mrs. Grant, here
In Greenboro, for a few days.
My
name Is Robert Gordon."

at

all

stores.

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

“And mine Is Joyce Lynd,” answered
Joyce. “1 live with my aunt. Miss
Mary Lynd. about two miles from here.
1 know Mrs. Grant. Isn’t she just

visit to Aunt Mary’s to get some mayflowers, the parting words which Boh
shouted to her, as the train pulled out,
were:

“Don’t get caught
wire fences!”

on

any barbed-

Whence the Rea m Flags.
The actunl defenders of the red flag
do not know or lmve forgotten that
red was formerly the color of the
church militant, and also of royalty until the epoch when Ilenry VI, king of
England, took the title of king oi
France. Then red came to be considered as an inimical color In France
and was replaced by white, which in
its turn was given up by the English.
The red flag was displayed by the
Catholic troops of Charles IX and
Henry III, while the flags of the Protestants were white.

Wisdom of Solomon.
In the proverbs of Solomon there
is this bit of wisdom: “Though thou
shouldst bray a fool in a mortar among
wheat with a pestle, yet will not his
foolishness depart from him.” More
than two thousand years of world experience sustains the accuracy of the
Biblical proverb. Braying the fool in
a mortar may not cure him, but it is
sometimes the only way of ridding the
community of pernicious fools intent
upon spreading the contagion of their

Shim tiisat inti.

own

ot

Great

had

folly.

right

as

j

we

>

More Rheumatism
Than Ever Before
Clergymen,

Lawyers, Brokers, Mechanics and Merchants Stricken.

Our old friend Rheumatic is having bis
inning this year, and a few words of caution from one who knows all about it may
not be amiss.
Wear rubbers

Work and Workers.
There is not so much difference In
the world's work as in the world’s
workers. It is not so much difference
what we are doing—so long as it is
useful—that counts as the way in
which we are doing it. The work of
which we are ashamed we either have
to do, or we are not doing it
no

lovely?”
“Oh, yes, she’s nice," he replied, carelessly. “But get Into the machine and
I’ll take you home.”
They chattered like old friends on
the way back to Miss Lynd’s home, and
It seemed a very short ride to both of
them. As they drove into the yard,
Miss Lynd came hastening out to meet
them, looking very worried.
“Oh. what has happened. Joyce?”
Miss
exclaimed
anxiously.
Lynd.
“Have you hurt yourself, dear?”
"No. Auntie.” laughed Joyce, “hut
I got caught on some barbed wire and
—er—Mr. Gordon—came along in his
machine and rescued me, so here T am.
Oh 1 and. Auntie! I got a lot of flowers, only I had to give some to Bo—
Mr. Gordon—because he was so kind
in helping me and bringing me home.”
“I am glad you are all right. Joyce,"
replied her aunt. Then turning to Bob
—“And I thank you very much, Mr.
Gordon, for rescuing my niece. I was
very anxious about her and was Just
going out to meet her, myself, when
you drove into the yard.”
“Oh, I was very glad I could be of
service, Miss Lynd,” answered Bob,
laughing, “so please don't thank me.
Besides, It was a very pleasing Incident, to myself, at least, and (holding
up a large bunch o< mayflowers) see
what I got as a reward.”
The following weeks were lively ones
for both Joyce and Bob. and they
could often be seen driving round* the
town in the machine.
The next year, when Joyce was Mrs.
Robert Gordon and she started on a

Men.
from
children
whom the world never heard. So it
was with Dickens.
None of his children came anywhere near his standard. Owen Meredith was a mediocre
writer as compared with his father.
Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton.
Lytton,
while a very voluminous writer, was
also strong and fine at all times. Alexander Dumas fils could not at any
time compare with Dumas the elder.
Nathaniel Hawthorne was head and
shoulders above his son, Julian, in the
power to produce books worth while.
i,hildren

Shakespeare

I

heroes.

Canadian papers are commenting on
1
the activity of the Japanese throughCornell university.
of
Siberia.
;
out the maritime province
reare
|
Agents of Japanese syndicates
Russia Destitute of Scythes.
ported to.be negotiating for the pur- i
Before the war Russia’s need of
chase of a large number of mines,
scythes wns estimated at 6,000.000 anflour mills, brickworks, sawmills and
nually, of which about half were reother Industrial undertakings, while
quired In Siberia. To fill these recommercially they are making every
quirements about 4,500.000 scythes
effort to extend their Influence. The
were Imported annually and the remost
the
for
which
firms,
Japanese
mainder manufactured In Russia. Acestabbeen
have
recently
only
part
cording to latest Information there are
are
enlarging
at
Vladivostok,
lished
hardly any scythes to be found, Rustheir operations and endeavoring to
sian Industry being at a standstill and
of
share
as
a
possible
obtain as large
the Importation closed.
the trade of the territory. The scouts
scourbe
to
of these firms are reported
Passed Away.
ing the country for scrap iron, hides
Notice in a country store—“We rewool, bristles, beans and other Siberian and Manchurian products regret to inform our honored customers
that our good and generous friend, Mr.
They would make straight for the quired In Japan.
ppointed spot, heedless of all seurchCredit, expired today. He was a noble
soul, always willing and helpful, but
has been falling for some time. May
Sftbtrlfruuntt.
he rest in peace. Pay cash.”—Boston

°

By EDITH

111
(Copyright, 1918, by McClure Newspaper
Syndicate.)

Life on the front had Its whimsicalities at times In spite of rolling barground.
rages. the hall of bullets, the Jangle of
A brigade Intelligence officer, having
culssons and the whining of truckgot a complete set of prints, taken an
motors.
Lieut. Harry B. Henderson
hour before, silt down to deduce, Sherj tells of a beautiful red rose on his
lock Holmes like, a lengthy Indictment
camp table, In a letter to the Wyoming
of the Huns’ overnight activities.
State Tribune, beside an Austrian
of
an Impending attack on a
Signs
shell with a bit of scenery painted on
big scale usually could be deduced by
It, which served as a paper-weight
the plainly apparent newly made roads
Then there are Incidents that excite
for tanks and by the massing of men
the “rlslbles” and afford needed diIn large numbers In support trenches j
version to the mind. For Instance:
and on roads leading from back area i
“The other day they were keeping
billets.
us a bit busy and I had my ear on top
One of the most enterprising methof my head all the time deciding on
ods of aerial Intelligence was the dropeach ‘whiz’ as It approached. Just In
ping of spies In the Hun lines and
the hottest part of It one of my gunpicking them up after they had comners came tearing down a rutty road,
pleted their work. In this way much
clad In a Prince Isaac coat he’d found
Information of vital Importance was
In a raid and wearing a Boche cap.
gained.
He was pushing a baby-buggy full of
These secret service agents were
and
dynamite which he
potatoes
mostly Frenchmen who knew the counthought I could use. We had the eattry thoroughly and had a full Inside
ables for lunch and then blasted a new
knowledge of the Hun military organidugout with the explosive. You can’t
zation.
Imagine how you laugh when you’ve
If there were any signs of activity
been a hit under a strain for several
In any particular sector of the line
about which the high command was days of firing, and then see something
funny. But for my sense of the proprieanxious, one of these agents was deties I’d describe the giddy lingerie the
tailed to report to headquarters for Infor underwear.
structions. Here he was also supplied young man wus using
He explained to me that cooties get so
wbl> the necessary papers, and was
tired of wandering through lacel”—
then sent by car to a certain aerodrome.
Used Special Machine.
At this aerodrome was a specially
constructed machine. The pilot was
usually a well-known Birmingham motor cyclist racer, who
specialized In
this particular work.
He was brilliantly successful nt what was undoubtedly a very risky 'game. His efforts were rewarded by many decorations, and he is still flying.
The spy having
reported to his pilot,
details would he
arranged between
e,n, and
frequently there was a rcearsal in the
form of a flight over
e spot
where he was to land. Someimes the
work would be undertaken>y day, but if the
weather was favorable, it was mostly
done by night.
e spy would
get Into his basket
8
80 constructed
that he could easuy slip off; the
engine would be thoran<^ Ibey would get Into
the
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lights and shells, and would then land.
The landing spot was a good-sized field
with an even airfare.
At an appointed time two or three
days later, earlier if necessary, the
machine would return to th same spot
and pick up the man again.
Sometimes, if his Investigations were of
particularly lengthy nature, he would
return to our lines by another means.

damp weather, keep

in

your feet dry, and avoid alcoholic drinks.
If rheumatism gets you, or sciatica, and
you have sharp twinges, gnawing pain or
swollen joints or muscles, you can usually
get rid of all agony in just a few days by
taking one teaspoonful of Rbeuma once a
day.
All druggists know about Rheuma; it’s
harmless yet powerful, cheap, yet sure,
and a 75 cent bottle will last a long time.
C. E. Alexander will supply you with the
understanding that it must rid you of a
rheumatic pains or money back.

should.

Removing Ink Stains.
To remove black ink stains, the article should tie washed immediately in
several waters and then in milk, letting it soak in the milk for several
hours; the stain will disappear. Washing the article immediately in vinegar
and water, then in soap and water, will
remove all ordinary ink stains.

Buy Swasey

Bean

Pots

Grocer, Hardware
or Crockery Store,
and get a Swasey
Pot and enjoy good
Beans. No way to
ake beans as with a
sure

wasey Bean Pot.

'SbbrrttsEmrotft.

on every

E. SWASEY & CO.,

one.

Portland, Me.

Cause of of Stomach

Sickness.
How to

Relieve Stomach Distress in

a

Few Minutes. Money Back if Treatment Does Not Overcome Any

Form of Indigestion.
If you feel as though there was a lump of
lead'at the pit of the stomach, take a couple
tablets and in five
or Mi-o-na stomach
minutes you should see that all stomach distress has vanished.
If you belch gas. have heartburn or sour
stomach, you need Mi-o-ua, If your "tomach
feels upset the morning after the night before. take two Mi-o-na tablets and see how
quickly you get relief.
If you have shortness of breath, pain in the
stomach, waterbrash or foul breath, you need
Mi-o-ua, and the sooner you get it the sooner
your stomach should perform its duties prop-

erly.

If you use a box of Mi-o-na tablets and feel
that it has not overcome your indigestion or
stomach trouble, take the empty box to your
dealer aud he will refund your money. For
sale by C. E. Alexander and all leading drug-

gists.

It yon have the aeyereet bunion, or Just «
ralia cane call and get a box of FAIRYFOOT.
(live It a trial and It you don’t get Instant pain
relief and lee! perfectly satisfied. It won't cost
yon acon» Wa know what FAIRYFOOT has
done for others and what It can do for you.
FaIRYFOOT not only relieves the pain and
Inflammation but literally melts away tbs
bunion enlargement
Don'tmisa this opportunity to g-t FAIRYFOOT’ on our "FREE trial”
o«er We guarantee that It wont cost you
ent If yon are not satisfied

ALEXANDER’S PHARMACY
Ellsworth, Me.

aikurusemcms.

the tfrll&ioortl) ^Vincricat
pun 18HED

| CONCRETE NOSE

ON EAGLE BOATS

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

PLAN CLOSER UNIOL
Movement

■—

New

Type

of War Craft

Equipped
Powerful Light

With

W. H. Titus, Editor and Manager.

Guns.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
Six months.71
.31
Three months

Gut year.*1.50
Four mouths.50

...

Single Copies.05
ADVERTISING RATES ON

APPLICATION

Basiuess communications should be ad'
dressed to, end sll checks and money order!
made payable to The Hancock County Pub
lishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1919
President Wilson is on his way homt
on board the George Washington, du<
in Boston Feb. 24 or 25. In the meantime, Congress seems inclined to disobey his mandate not to carry th«
criticisms of his league of nation!
plan into open discussion nntil he has
had time to confer with the foreign
relations committee.

Congressman John A. Peters, who
has never been a “grand stand player” in bis legislative and congressional career, but can talk to the point
when he has anything to say, made a
speech in the House last week that
has received considerable attention
from congressmen and the press as
one of the best expositions of naval
conditions yet presented. Mr. Peters
spoke at some length in favor of the

enlarged naval program.

Stating his

position, he said: “I favor a large
and powerful American
navy-not
so large as Great Britain’s because I
can not conceive the possiblity of
the
English-speaking peoples which will
require a fight to settle it—and I betrouble in the

the most powerful
Her
navy for purpose of defense.
empire embraces nearly one-fonrth of

necessity have

the land area of the globe and approximately one-fourth of the population and is scattered all over the
world.

We also must have a navy
commensurate with onr needs and

responsioiiities—large enough

to prointerests in any situation
possible to arise. We came ont of the
Spanish war a world power. We
come out of this war the world power.
We can hardly avoid the world reour

sponse ilities

which go with it-”

Franklin Schools Have Hot launches.
Herberts Penley, borne demonstration
Hancock and Washington counties, was in Franklin Monday visiting
agent for

schools with Miss
other scholars

Savage, and told how
having hot cocoa or

were

hot Boup to eat with their cold dinner

brought

from home.

thusiastic

as

wanted to

well

adopt

Those schools

Every

as

the

plan.
starting

child

was en-

teachers,

and

the

the hot lunches

Ryefleld, Misses Fedora Woodworth
and Mamie Drisko, teachers; East Franklin, Miss Nora Willey and Mrs. Marcia
Joy, teachers; and West Franklin, with
Misses Ola Smith and Margaret Fraser,
are

teachers.
In the schools where there is no
cupboard
4he boys are going to make one from a

packing box. In West Franklin one boy
said: “We’re going to have it
painted,
too.” These ooys know how to build a
cupboard. The older children will make
the hot dish to be served.
Other schools wishing to follow the example of the Franklin schools should gee
in touch with Miss
Penley at Ellsworth,
as soon as possible.
Curious

Cow Case.

weeks ago, one of the cows had
disappeared. He succeeded iD tracking her,

through

small

patches of snow, a mile
the house through a pasture,
■or wood road.
Beside the cow’s track
was a man’s track,
Then he came upon the shell of a rifle,
from

and not far away, just out of the road and
oyer a little knoll, he found the carcass of

the

The animal

cow.

tree and
had not

shot,
even

and

had been tied to

left

as

she fell.

a

She

been dressed out.

It is in many respects a baffling case.
Mr. Head is a highly-respected citizen of
the community, taid has not an enemy
who could be suspected of such an act. If
the animal was stolen for meat, it seems
strange that she was not at least dressed
out, even if left to be cut up later. Sheriff
Wescott is
to

working

on

unravel the mystery.

narrow
Detroit, Mich.—A long,
wedge, with a steel-incased nose of
solid concrete, tapered to a knifelike
edge, forming a considerable part of
its total length of 204 feet, and declared to be capable of crushing any
submarine—such is the Eagle, designed originally to help rid the seas

of the

the case, and

menace

of the German U-boats.

Contrary to popular belief, the
Eagle is not a motorboat, but an oilburning, steam turbine-driven craft
with a cruising radius of 5,000 miles.
The Eagle is not a thing of beauty;
beauty was not contemplated In its
It is a long, gaunt
construction.
weapon of war, of all-steel construction, with the exception of the concrete nose.
Another popular impression that has
been shattered is an idea that the
Eagle boat is equipped with torpedo
The submarine chaser was
tubes.
not intended to combat the major instrument of German ruthlessness with
It was designed to
its own weapons.
depend rather upon its maneuvering
qualities, Its powerful light guns and
a new American Invention for directing Its fire at unseen objects.
Ha* Crew of Eighty Men.

Including operating and
fighting complement, numbers approximately 80 men. To the observer, the
first impression of the Eagle boat is
Its crew,

craft so narrow
can possess buoyancy sufficient to keep
it upright in heavy seas. Despite Its
length of more than an average city
block, the craft has a beam of only 25
feet, and draws when fully equipped
less than ten feet of water.
one

of wonder that

a

Its seaworthiness has been demonstrated in the official trials, according
to reports to the navy department.
While It Is admitted the Eagle does
not make the speed of the average
destroyer, it Is claimed that it can outdistance most submarines and the
razor-like edge of the bow silently
but eloquently tells what would have
happened had It come In contact with
the German undersea pirate.
Vessel Is

Compact.

Built with utility as its prime purpose, seemingly not an Inch of space
is wasted in the fitting of the vessel,
and not an ounce of superfluous
weight enters its construction. When
dropped Into the water ready for the
installation of its engines, guns, etc.,
less than 200 tons of material have
been riveted together to shape the
Eagle boat.
The plates that form the shell of
the submarine chasers vary in thickness from one-fourth to three-eighths
Inch, and not a single forging or
rolled beam enters their makeup.
Everything is pressed from sheet
metal, cold, by means of machinery
that cuts every piece to an exact pattern, punches rivet holes and bends
the Interior part to required shape.
Amidships rises the deckhouse,
topped by the pilot-house, with radio
quarters, and above all the conning
tower, with the crow’s nest at the
highest point Except for this superstructure, the deck of the Eagle carries always the “stripped-for-actlon”
appearance.

GERMANS COULDN’T KILL HIM
Yank's Name

From Fremont comes a story of the
B. B. Heed bad
strange theft of a cow.
two cows; now he has only one.
When
he went to his tie-up one morning two

or more

Long, Gaunt Weapon of War, of AllSteel Construction, With the Exception of the Concrete BaseVessel Is Compact.

between

future

lieve that from now on onr job in the
world is the Bame aa hers; but it is at
leaBt interesting to recall that within
the memory of men in this House the
two nations have been twice on the
verge of war, Qreat Britain must of

tect

CARRY CREWOF EIGHTY MEN

Times,

Casualty List Eight
He’s Home Safe
and Sound.
on

Now

Fitchburg, Mass.—Sergt. Gordon W.
Hardy is one of Uncle Sam's soldiers
that the Huns couldn’t kill.
Eight
times his name was on the casualty
list, but now he’s back home safe and
sound. Seven times he was wounded.
Twice he was gassed by mustard gas.
He spent nine weeks in a German
prison camp, from which he made a
daring escape. Hardy was one of the
first 30,000 American soldiers on the
firing line in France and he served
with two United States divisions
which were practically wiped out. This
twenty-three-y ear-old lad has been
complimented by General Pershing for
bravery. He declined to try for a
commission. "I wanted to be In action all the time and not scratching my
desk wdth spurs,” he said.

SEA

CAPTAIN

GIVEN

MEDAL

Capt. William Finch of the White Star
Line Honored by King George
for Brave Work.

fA Orange.
Z There it

more catarrh in this 'section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and for years it was supposed to be incurable. Doctors prescribed local remedies,
and by constantly failiog to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable. Catarrh
te a local disease greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore require!
constitutional
treatment. Hall’s
Catarrh
Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney d
O©., Toledo, Ohio, it a constitutional remedy
to taken Internally and acts through th<
blood on the mncous surfaces of the system
One Hundred Dollars reward is offered foi
any case that Hall’s Catarrh Medicine fails tc
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
¥. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
8o!d by druggists, 75c.
HaU’t Family Pills for constipation.

the Americans and the British will
fall largely the task of making the
world safe for democracy. Realizing
this, a group of Americans and Britishers have started a movement to
draw the English-speaking peoples of
the world closer together in the bond
of comradeship and have organized
the English-Speaking Union.
The aim of the union is, briefly, to
make the English-speaking peoples of
the world better known to each other,
whether they be Americans, AustraNew
Zealanders,
lians. Canadians,
South Africans, Newfoundlanders or
the inhabitants of the British isles
It does not
and their dependencies.
aim at formal alliances, nor is It concerned with the relationship of governments; it is solely and simply a good
fellowship movement among the people "who speak the tongue that Shake-
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sum

me

other day that “If only an Interchange
of 100,000 young men from our leading
schools on both aides of the Atlantic
could be made annually there would
be no possibility of future misunderstandings between us." In 95 per cent
of the things that matter the Englishspeaking peoples, whether they come
from the United States, from the British dominions In the far antipodes, or
from the mother country, have the
same outlook, the same ideals, the
same conceptions of right and wrong,
the same laws, the same literature. It
is only In the remaining 5 per cent of
superficial things that they differ.
The first branch of the EnglishSpeaking Union to be established in
America is In Philadelphia and the
first European branch Is in London.
Its monthly magazine already has
been started.

DEFY FOPS

MINES

of

Naval Officer Enabled
Ships to Push Into Helgoland

Bight
London.—Mines and mine fields were
rendered obsolete by the development
of the “parnvene,” the Invention of
Lieutenant Burnley and consistently
urged upon the British navy by Admiral Sir Hedworth Meux.
This instrument was officially adopted by the
navy early In 1916 and was so successful that special factories were built
for Its construction.
It Is now learned that the British
grand fleet on several occasions pushed
right Into the bight of Helgoland,
which. If mines mean anything, would
have been a death trap for ships. German experts never solved the
mystery.
From the time of Its adoption to the
close of the war only two warships
were reported having been sunk by
The most recent use of the
mines.
“paravenes” was on the occasion of
British warships entering the Baltic
through a closely mine-strewn area.
The steel wire mooring ropes of the
mines are said to have been cut by the
paravenee as a string Is cut by scis-

_

SALE

FOR

The following briefly described Heal Estate. For particulars apply to (call or write) E. F. Small at the Burrll National Bank, Main Street, Ellsworth.
Lot of land in
stream, with water

ELLSWORTH,
privilege.

Lot at GREEN'S LANDING
land Robert Knowlton.

Card’s

on

Boston.—Hundreds of marine friends
in this country of Capt. William (“Foggy”) Finch of the White Star line,
will be Interested to learn that he is
the recipient of the medal of the British empire, presented by the king for
brave work during the war. Captain
Finch went down with the liner Arabic when she was torpedoed, but was
rescued. In command of the Adriatic
and Baltic, he transported thousands
of American soldiers overseas.

KlLIU

IN

JUNK

HEAP

Wheels of

Locomotive Built by Stefor First Railroad In
Maine Are to Be Preserved.

phenson

Brick block. State street. ELLSWORTH,
consisting of store and basement, storehouses; second floor rented by Hancock Co.
Savings Bank; third floor, tenement.

One-fourth in common and undivided, lot in
HANCOCK adjoining John Ball and Franklin
Ball lots.
at GREEN’S LANDING, on Deer Isle
Thoroughfare. nearThurlow Bros.' wbarf and
Lot

One-half in common and undivided, lot of
land, corner West Main and Grant stre«ts.
ELLSWORTH.

factory.

wheels of the tender of the first locomotive of the first railroad In Maine—
the Bangor. Oldtown & Orono railway. better known as the “Veazle
Railroad.”
The wheels are of oak,
with a half-inch Iron tire and Iron
The original
flange.
engine was
called the Pioneer and was Imported
from England, where It was built by
Stephenson. The wheels of the tender were found recently In a junk
shop and were turned over to T'olonel

Boothby.
Arrests Dead Man.

Pittsburgh, fa.—"I thought

he was
Intoxicated,”
Policeman
explained
Rapp when the man he had hauled to
the police station waa found to be
dead. The man had slipped and fell
on the Icy sidewalk, hitting his head
on a stone step.

privilege,

Dead

or

Alive?

common,

lot of land with mill
Brook

WALTHAM, Webb’s

at

stream.

property.

Lot of land in HANCOCK,
land farm property

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, West side
Union river and North side Branch Pond
road.

Oae-half of

a

formerly known

HARDEN and PRESCOTT FARM, about 50
HARBOR
now known as Mt.
acres, BAR
Kebo Spring.

Irving McFar-

certain lot in MT. DESERT,
as Knowles or Lyman lot.

Lot of land in Trenton,
next lands of David

bay,

shore of

one acre on

Haynes heirs and J.

Lot in ELLSWORTH, on W’altham road,
known as Walter M. Haines lot.

J. E.

Lot in SEDGWICK. 9 acres, near landa of
Hezekiah Byard and Wm. Hooper.

ings, adjoining American House, known
Abenaquis club property.

Lot of land In EDEN, 25 acre*, on town
road, next to land of Waabburn McFarland
aj-d Geo. W. Newman.

adjoining Bowden Store lot.

Rothery.

One-half in

common, lot

of land with build-

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH,

as

Dean St.,

on

I.ot of land in EDEN. 50 acres, on Break
Neck road, next landa of Brewer Realty Co.
and Geo. W. Newman.
Lot of land in RLLSWORTH. known aa
Forsailh place; double tenement and stable;
corner East Main and Oak streets, opposite
Unitarian church.

stable

Lot
shore

LANDING

GREEN’S

at

;

SEAL

to-

as

Malone

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, on West side
of Oak street, south of property formerly
kown as Files' house.

HARBOR.

SOUTH BLUEHLLU

R. E. Campbell ol Portland is in town.
F. H. Macomber returned Monday, alter
week in Bangor and vicinity.
Mrs.

privilege; known

Two-thirds in common and undivided, lot in
ELLSWORTH, near Union River bridge,
known as “Coombs Block” property.

VILLAGE,

property adjoining lobster factory,
gether with wharf and buildings.

and shore

buildings.

Two lota, 10 and 15 acres, in EDEN, near
Jones’ Marsh, adapted for cranberry raising.

The ladies' aid'society held an ice-cream
sociable Feb. 11. Proceeds about fll.
Misses Fannie and Hazel Qrindle of
West Sedgwick, who have been visiting
here, have returned home.

Agnes Hamor has gone to Somes-

Robbins of Hulls’ Cove is visiting
Miss Etta Mann of Surry, who has been
here visiting her aunt, Mrs. Gancelo
aunt, Mrs. Bertha Pierce.
Harland Martin is with his parents, ! Herrick, has gone to Sargentville for a
visit.
Ernest Martin and wife.
O.
Feb. 17.
commenced on the new
Mrs.

her

has

Work

Neighborhood
the

one

place of

hall to be built in

iUjjal

burned.

Sunshine league of the Norwood school
will give an entertainment at the schoolhouse

Friday evening,

in honor of

ington’s birthday.
P.

Feb 18.

AMHERST.
Mrs. L. E. Crosby was confined to the
house by illness several days this week.
Schools in No. 1 and 2 closed this week
for the winter term.
They will have
about six weeks’ vacation.

Sumner, who has been in

Albert

service

overseas, returned to his borne here
7. He came from Camp Mills.
Alvab

Feb.

Jewett, Harry Bridges and wife
returning

among the lucky fishermen,
from Partridge pond with all
allows.
are

the

law

Feb. 17.8.

East
fox hound, strap on neck
with buckle and ring; color tan, white
Finder please notify Ebbreast and neck.
lon'd H AsLAM.with costs,Wall ham, phone, 2-4.

FOUNTAIN
at Mrs

PEN—Will finder please leave
Royal’s, 140 High St.,

Orach

Ellsworth?

BOY WANTED
flavoring after school hoors

sell vanilla

and Saturdays. Send #1.00 for eight botTO
tles tbat retail for 25c each. Send postcard

for free sample bottle. Waxbpihld Extract
Co., Sanbornville, N. H.

jfrnnalt Jfelp K&anteto.
employment, braiding rugs
for us is pleasant, easy, well-paid work.
For particulars addreBS Phelps A Pinkham,
Inc., 809 Anderson 8t., Portland, Me.

Home

HOTEL HELP WANTED
WOMEN and girls wanted for best
year around hotels in Maine; 25
waitresses, tine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cookB. Bell and
third cooks for
ana
second
bu*s boys,
hotel positions, Apply always to Mainb Hotel Agbncy, new quarters, 90 Main street,
300 girls
37 sears.
Established
Bangor.
Inclose
wanted for best summer hotels.
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework

places.

tHanUti.
Ford

touring car. State
price. Address

model and lowest cash
SECOND-HAND
of

L.,

care

American.

FREEDOM NOTICE.
this date. I give my son, Carroll B.
Mitchell, his time, and shall not collect
any ef his bills, nor pay any bills of his con-

AFTER

tracting.

Charles L. Mitchell.

Ellsworth, Me.. Feb. 11,1919.

Sonera.

NOTICK OF FOKECLOflUHR.
Sidney 8. Bunker of Sullivan.
county of Hancock. Stale of Maine, by
bis morigage deed dated March 19. a. d. 1909,
and recorded in the registry of deeds for Han
cock county, in book 893, page 8o, conveyed to
Charles H. Preble in his life time, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Sullivan,
bounded and described as follows;,
Beginning cd the south side of the road leading to
Prankliu at a stake at the northwest corner
of the field of George Gordon; thence running
south fifty and one-half (W)*f) degrees east
along the southerly side of said road twentyfive feet, more or leas, to a poet; thence running south thirty eight and one-halt (SR1*)
degrees west two hundred and forty-three
feet, more or leas, to a stake; thence south
fifty-one and one h*lf (SlUg) degrees cast two
hundred and eighty feet, more or leas, to the
fence between tana of asid Gordon and land
of Elisha Pickering; thence south thirtyseven (87) degrees and ten minutes west along
said fence one hundred and ninety feet, more
or less, to a stake; thence north sixty-five (65)
degrees west three hundred and eighty feet,
more or less, to the line between land of said
Gordon and land now or formerly of beirs of
John Gordon; thence along said line north
thirty-eight and one-half (88»-j) degrees east
five hundred feet, more or less, to the place of
beginning, including all my land and rights
between said above described parcel and Sullivan river. Excepting and reserving, however, from above described lot a lot described
as conveyed in a deed from Sidney 8. Bunker
to Oscar J. Hyson of »aid Sullivan, containing
five thousand feet, together with the cottage
thereon standing, which deed is dated October 1, a. d. 1902, and recorded in the Hancock County registry of deeds in vol. 881,
Also excepting and reserving to
page 366.
George Gordon of said Sullvan, aforesaid,
and his heirs, the right of way over the road
upon ibe lot above described as now laid out
and travelled. This conveyance is made expressly subject to a lease of the lot above described from said George Gordon under the
name ofr'George W. Gordon, jr.”,to the Hull i
van Silver Mining Company, dated September
20, 1879, and recorued in book 167, page 182. of
Hancock County registry of deeds.
Courses
in above description are by compass, dated
September 20. 1879. And whereas the s-tid
Charles H. treble haa since deceased ana
the undersigned was on tne twentieth day of
November, 1918, duly appointed administrator
of the estate of the said Charles H. Preble;
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage in behalf of
said estate.
W. B. Blaisdbll, administrator
of estate of Charles H. Preble.
Dated at Sullivan, this 16th day of Februa.
d.
1919.
ary,

WHEREAS,

Wash-

Sprif 1 UflUua.
Findlay, O.—Nevada, Wyandot county, calls Itself a live town. There are
1,357 dead bodies In the cemetery and
only 1,128 live ones In the town.

in

One-half

One eighth in common and undivided, lot
of land, LAMOINE. Cold Spring Water Co.

Jljclp IHanUTi.
Waterville, Me.—On the lawn of the
home of Col. Frederick E. Boothby, for
many years general passenger agent
of the Maine Central railroad. Is the

VILLAGE,

next

HOUND—Large

KAIL

HATHAWAY, Jr.

Section Chief, 101 MILK STREET, BOSTON

ville to work.
Invention

instrum.!1,
fo!

qualify fatly far Hcenee. after taking course may
ae Junior OfBoere. on pay )
Navigation, Portland ami
Shipping Board Schools In New England;
Rockland, Ma; Gloucester and Cambridge, Mass. Engineering. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

HORATIO

|

AGRICULTURAL

INSURANCE CO.

WATEHTOWN,

Boyd Robertson, iste of Franklin,
In said
Petition that
county, deceased.
Vara Marcia Robertson or some other suitAble person be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased, without
giving
bond presented by Vara Marcia Kooertsoa,
widow of said deceased.
Horace E. Kitburn, late of Bucksport, fo
laid county, deceased.
Becoud acd final account ot Theodore H. Bmith, executor, filed
For settlement.
Abbie 8. Noyes. Ute of Sarry, in said
Final account of tieorw
county, deceased.
A. Noyes, administrator, filed for settlement.
Clarence E. McBride, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased.
First account af
Albert K. McBride, administrator, filed lor
aettlement.
Alonzo 8. Oray, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. First and finai account of
Omar W. Tapiey. administrator, tiled lor
aettlement.
George Willett Van Neat, late of Tuxedo,
New York,
deceased.
Final account of
George V N. Baldwin, Jr., and Richard V. N.
GanibriD, executors, filed for settlement.
Frank W. Hutchins, Ute of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Albert P. Leach, executor, filed tor
settlement.
Alice D. Patten, a minor of Orland, in said
county. Flrat and final account of Bertie C.
Heraom. guardian, filed lor settlement.
Joseph W. Woodward, a person of nnsonnd
mind of Penobscot, in said county. First account of Albert P. Leach, guardian, filed for
settlement.
CUience H. McBride, Ute of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased
Petition filed by
Albert K. McBride, administrator of the estate of said deceased, that the amount of tbe
inheritance tax on amid estate be determined
by tbe Judge of Probate.
Charles H. Preble. Ute of Sullivan, in said
Petition filed by W. B.
county, deceased.
BUisdel), administrator of tbe estate of said
deceased, that the amount of the inheritance
tax on said estate be determined by the Judge
of Probate.
Rudolph E. Brunnow, late of Princeton,
of Mercer, slate of New Je.sty. decounty
ceased. Petition filed by Thomas T. Sherman. one of the executors of the last will and
testament of said deceased, that the amount
of the Inheritance tax on the estate of said
deceased
be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
H.
Cousins, late of Lamoine, in said
Wesley
couuty, deceased. First accouut of Fred W.
Cousins, administrator, filed for settlement.
Orvaudo Cousins, Ute of Lamoine. in said
county, ueceased. First account of Fred W
Cousins, administrator, filed for settlement.
Gideon L. Joy, Ute of Hancock, in sal
coamy, deceased. Thiid account of Alice B.
8cott, trustee, filed for settlement.
Alba W. spencer, late of Ellsworth, in said
county. deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, (ogetber with petition for
probate thereof and for tbe appointment of the
executrix without giving bond, presented
LJ
Ida F- Spencer, the executrix therein named.
Harry M. Yondelovitxof Sionington, in said
couniy. petitions said court tnat his name be
charged to Harry M. Lovett.
Robert Sturgis, Ute of tbe city, county and
state of New York, deceased
Petition filed
by Marion Sturgis, of said New York, praying
for tne appointment of Thomas K. Cummin*
of Milton. Massachusetts, or some other suitable person, as trustee under the last will and
testament of said deceased, without giving
sureties on his bond, in place of Roger F.
Sturgis, trustee now deceased.

Joseph

Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of
said Court at Ellsworth.
lourtk
this
day of February, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
Roy C. Hainbs, Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Roy C. Haibbs, Register.
NOTICE OK KDHK IDM KK

\1THKREA8 Lizzie J. Raymond and Williatn A. Raymond, both of Ellawortb.
v v

Hancock county, 'Maine, by their mo'tgage
deed, dated Sept. 24. 1898. and recorded iu the
Hancock county registry ol deed*, in vol. 329.
page lW, conveyed to Alexander C. riagertbj.
ol said Ellsworth, and whereas the nsid
Alexander C. Hagertby, bv his assignment or
mortgage, dated Dec 10. 1918, recorded in the
said Hancock county registry of riteds, in
vol. Mi, pa$e 485, conveyed to Addle F. Fiskc
the undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of
land situated iu Ellsworth, iu said county of
Hancock, and bounded and described as follow's, to wit: Beginning on the we»t line ot
the new road leading from Ellsworth to La*
moine in tbe west line of tbe Isaac Jordan
homestead at a stake aud stones placed by LB. Wyman, surveyor in a. d. 1883; thence in
said west line south, six aud oue-fourtb degrees west forty rods to a stake; thence south
fifty-seven degrees east forty uine rods and
five links to the west line of the Avery lot;
thence by said west line of said Avery lo*
north to said new road; thence west iu ssld
weBt line of said road to the
place of begin*
ning, and being the same premises conveyed
to the said Lizzie J. Raymond by tbe said
Alexander C. Hagerthy by deed, dated Sept24. 1898; and whereas the condition of sain
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore,
reason of the breach of the condition thereof.
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage »Dd
give this notice for that purpose.
An DIB K. Fihkk
By Wm. E. Whiting, her attorneyEllsworth, Me., Feb. 4,1919.

bJ

N. V.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.

PENNA.

Mortgage loans,

806

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
Ail other assets,

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
liabilitiea and surplus,

MUTUAL FIRE

LAPAYHTTB

122,50®$$

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,!

LUMBERMEN’S

INS. CO.
BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA- pA’
A88ETS DEC. 81, 1918.
Mortgage loans,
$
Stock a and bonds,
936.803W
Cash in office and bank,
90,000®$
82 452 21
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
13,998
All other assets, I
28,Ml 4®

Real estate.

Total

S'

instrum’.!.
testaS*.
i!*

(Men needing sea service to
be rated during such service

a

BRITISH

>

oilers and water tender*.

to

been

ior

Fii*y
forexu*^

mates
FREE COUR8E IN NAVIGATION, »ix weeks,
or
license or higher; open to men of two years' deck experience, ocean
coastwise, or equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, fits for third
assistant engineer's license or higher; open to men of mechanloal and
engineering experience, including locomotive and stationery engineers,
machinists on, marine engines, gradnatea of technical schools and marine

Apply

ted

published

MERCHANT MARINE
fits for third

on

speare spake.”
The aim of the promoters, American
and British, is that no citizen of the
English-speaking world should ever
feel lonely again after the war, that no
American visiting the old country
should ever want a friend, and that no
Britisher should ever want one in the
great republic.
They plan to make
these peoples better known to each
other in various ways—by the interchange of visits, by correspondence, by
the printed word, by lectures, by an
interchange of professors and preachers. by sporting contests and by every
other possible means.

THE

sors.

hopes

Daily Thought.
I will die in the last ditch.—William

Washington.—It Is the general feel
ing that the foundation on which the
proposed League of Nations must be
built is a complete understanding and
friendly co-operation between the two
great English-speaking peoples; that

u

following matters having

ifr

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

Philadelphia.

on"’*'4
I,0®*
***+

the ac»i-n thereupon
1
after indicated, it is hereby orderednotice thereof be given to all ptrsnn
en-ed. by causing a copy of ihiaordtr
three weeks successively in
Ellsworth American, a new»p«p,.r Luhii.v?
at Ellsworth, in said county, that
they m
appear at a probate court to be held at
worth, on the fourth day ot March * *’
d. »»»», at ten of toe clock in the
ami be heard thereon if they see cause.
Clarissa H. Tracy, late* of Uouldsboro \
s-.id county, deceased. A certain
purporting to be the last will and
and two codicils thereto of said deceased
g. tbcr with petition for probate thereof
stated by Charies H. Wood, the execuuT
*"•
therein named.
Rebecca H. Tribou, late of Bucks port |.
deceased.
A
certain
aaid'county,
purporting to be the last will and testamen
of said deceased, together with petition
probate tin reof and for the appointment g
the executor without giving oond. presents
by Frederick C. Tribou, the executor thereii
named.
Frank P. Merrill, late of Rluehill, in sag
county, deceased. A certain Instrument pUr.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of th<
executor named in said will, Norman P. M„r.
rill, without giving bond, presented by F]or.
ence J. Merrill, the widow and beneficiary nr
1
said deceased.
Hannah Crockett Kingsley, late of Gouldaboro, in said county, deceased. A certain fo.
strument purporting to be the last will sm
testament of said deceased, together with p*.
titlon for probate thereof and for the an.
pointmento! Elliott N. Benson, administrator
with the will annexed, presented by Ceieetk
Morse, sister and heir*at-law of said deceased. No executor having been named fo
said will.
Alonxo B. Kanborn, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased. Petition that boring
B. Coombs or some other satiable person be
Appointed administrator of the estate of ssfo
deceased, presented by Eugene A. Sanborn
ton of said deceased.
Charles H. Veazie, late of Caetioe, in said
Petition that Marion
county, deceased.
Hatch Butler or some other suitable person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased
without giving bond, prsteuted by Mary H. Veazie..widow of said debased.
se-

TO BE TRAINED AS
First Branch of Union to Be Estab
lished in America Is in

To all persons interested in either nr .w
‘n''oflli, ^
talk* hereinafter niiiml:
At» pr.mat. coun bcld at 611. won h
lor
to coontt o
Hancock,
fourth day of Fob*uarr, in the year
Lor- 0 ,e thousand nine hundred
teen.

By the U. S. SHIPPING BOARD

BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

WANTED

MEN

EnglishTogether.
Peoples
Speaking

ELLSWORH, MAINE

t

EXPERIENCED

Draw

to

Jtffiiii JSio'tirc*.

i

$6,168,419 57
81, 1918.
*

,87,170 16
2.872 691 27
377,700 ou
600 000 00
15

1,980,*868

$6,168,419 57

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

fl, 224.29®

*•

33,573 36

r«»>
Admitted a,sets,
LIABILITIES DEC, 81, 1S18.
Net unpaid losses,
IS.®!?®!
t
323,028
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
K0.0*#
754.W8
Surplus over ail liabilities,

~

Total

liabilities aud surplus,

*1,180.728 *!

!

rorXTY NEWS

HUGE SUB CRUISERS

VVlNTK.lt HARBOR.
wee a
LU)a Perry ol Gouldsboro
Hen.on.
guest o( Min Donne
West OouldsMildred OKelllsy of
here last
» guest of .relatives

...

“

been visiting
c Ai Torrcy, who b«»
Mr*. Ed Ober, at Bar Harbor,
»i"Ior,
er
I iionwwho was recently dis,.Slir|es Keith,
is spending a
-ert from the service,
1
weeks with his father, Bradbury

>ithDavis of
Engineer Frank

British

of Craft.
Have

j

received his discharge, and,
>vife sod son, arrived from Bosill) bis
last week.
ban

was

The British craft have two funnels
and make 24 knots an hour on the
surface under steam power.
They
carry from eight to ten torpedo tubes,
two or three four-inch guns and also
are equipped with internal combustion
motors for surface cruising.
The batteries for the undersea power cun be
charged from both the steam and combustion engines and an ingenious
scheme has been devised for quickly
dismantling the funnels for the purpose of submerging.

considerably cut

Lee Leighton,
bruised by the runners of his sted
over his head and neck, the result
a8aiiusu,r‘
,, (,!!, is improving rapidly.
and son have recently built
C E. Qrover
one thirty-eight
wonwW Ashing boats,
for W. E. Coombs, and
, jn length,
smaller for John Gorrish.
noiotr slightly
aud wife, who have
Wallace Bickford
for some weeks, came home
jeen sway
their trip they visited
j,t week. During
York village and Milslalives in Boston,
iridge.
letter was received from
An interesting
Merchant by his mother.
Private Lester
at the time of writing.
Mr. Merchant,
with the
Jan. 12, was in Brest, France,
said it was the first
25th engineers. He
the ocean since August
time be bad seen
to be on the coast once
and it seemed good
°a

,.

He

more.

to

hoping

is

be

before

home

spent

officers of Rubie
The installation
w as held in Odd Fellows
chapter, 0. E. 8.,
hall last Monday evening. P. M. Ur*.
of

Persia Ober of Bar Harbor was the installMrs. Ethel Voung
ing officer.assisted by
and Mrs. Boss Farrar as installing marshals, and C. H. Davis installing cbaplain.
A pleasing program was enjoyed, following which the company adjourned to the
banquet ball wbere refreshments of sandwiches

were

served.

Lwier

games

were

played by a merry party.
Feb. 17.

8.

Robert
ing in Goulds boro.

Corbett and

first of tbe week.
Mrs. Andrew

Spurting

and

have

Clifford
guests of

son

been

Mrs. Welch Moore for the past week.
Mrs. Feroline Main, who has been with
her brother, J. M. Williams, this winter,
now

housekeeping

to

gone

on

Eben
ary
the

15,

Kingman
after

days with his daughter, Mrs. Billy

J. W. Stinson, who owns the land on
Noonan's hill, is having the

both sides of

off,
landscape, as

Remick, with

November 16, 1826, the

year ago.

First Clasa Private Irving D. Farley, who
has

just returned
from

home

from

France

statues which have
as

well

an

overseas,

brought

souvenirs, two
interesting history,

as

being ornamental for bis borne.
Christ and tbe Virgin Mother,
and the soft tints of the robes are very
pretty. Private Farley found them in a
French home, which bad been looted by
the Germans and afterwards taken by tbe
allied forces. With tbe assistance of his
lieutenant he was able to get them home.
Feb. 17.
C.

They

I

I

as

are

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Herbert Jettison

of

is

Boston

here.

visiting

Mrs. Alma Eldridge and son Philip and
Miss Bernice Page of
Hancock, were re*
<*Qt guests at J. B.
Havey’a.
Melvin R^ed and wife arrived from

Nicolio Tuesday,

and

will

remain

with

their bod Carlton for an indefinite time.
Mr. Reed is in
poor health.
Tbe Sunday school was reorganized
heb. 16, with about
eighty in attendance.
Justin Johnson was elected
president,
Lila Havey,
Marjorie
secretary, and
Springer, treasurer.
Feb. 17.
H.

Passions' Growth.
me not
forget that the power
Joy of sacrifice grow
upon those
w 10 exercise
it Pure passions grow
as well as dark
ones.—W. L. Watkinet

ar‘

•on,

FRIEND

W0„nderfuHy

useful medici nes,
Hood’s 'i,a,r,sa,)arilla> Peptiron and
the new
‘0U
famiIy treatment—are
warn!
"arn.iy recommended.
regular’y- Hood’s Sarsajar. In before
meals, Peptiron after
H°°d 8 Pills at
"^t as
need 'l H
are
reasonably sure to
W
be
y,m,h<‘allh and Prove to
ready friends.
v
n
bl0°d- build UP
! /
d regulate ‘be
system.
»l«
any °ne’ as you think
vou nop /’ r°r
jou
need, from your druggist

comhinni1 lIlsTcon,1Prising

narilli^e

n’/hey
1.11 if11

Gef

Harriette Haskell impressively
installed officers of Harbor View chapter,
O. E. S. The installation
was
interspersed by the following selections:
Reading, Ada Moore; vocal solo, Clermont
Knowlton; musical reading, Leah Lowe.
P. D. D.

Eben

and

was

one

He

children, only one of whom survives, Mrs. Mary M. K. Dyer of Mt. Desert Ferry, who is eighty-six years old.
Mr. Kingman married, July 15, 1856,
Miss Alvonia U. filaisdell of Otis, where
he lived until he
went to Marlboro
before
the
death
of
his
shortly
wife
Two children were born to them,
seven

B.

and

M.

by

ployed

which

presented to him by the

selectmen

was

gold-headed

living in Otis he was town clerk for
twenty-seven years. The funeral was held
at the home in Marlboro, Monday. Interment was in Otis.

neighborhood

Ginn

two

!

|

Clifford

had

though the past
Last fall

ment.
weeks.

She

had

exhaustion

nervous

year she seemed
she had another

Bangor

been

Mrs. Ginn

was

home
the

Torrey
Morey,

H.

Robbins

Jay

years ago, and went to Massachusetts for
treatment, but received no benefit from it,

Mrs. Ginn

quite

A.

wife,

and

arrived
will

They

Arthur Black

home

at

and

wife

*

at

few i

daughter of N.

in

j

been serving as
Mark, the

U. S. lumber inspector,

youngest son, who lives
with bis parents; also a father, a stepmother, a brother, Walter E. Colby, a sister, Mrs Lewis Burton of Bangor, and
three half-sisters—Mrs. Eva Moulton of
Miltou, Mass., Mrs. Jerome Brawn and
Mrs. Margie Goodwin.

and

|

j

Arthur Pearson, famous blind
and educator, arrived In
America recently to lecture for the
Ked Cross on his methods of educating
the blind, a task to which he has comSir Armitted his life and fortune.
thur founded the St. Dunstan’s hospital for blinded soldiers and sailors
In Regent’s park, London. Despite his
affliction he reached the highest pinnacle of English journalism, owning
the Loudon Daily Express, Pearson’s
Monthly and 19 other publications, all
of which he has recently sold. He will
tour America, lecturing for the benefit
of the American blind, to stimulate Interest In the training of those unfortunates according to the St. Dunstan
Sir

publisher

Portland visit-

ing Mrs. Abbie Turner. Her sister, Mrs.
Zelma Dyer, who left here at the same
time, is in Worcester at the home of her
husband.

Roy Savage,
Waterville,
ployed
in

who has

been

C. Mitchell, one of the oldest
residents of the town, died suddenly
Monday, Feb. 10. He was eighty-two
of this
years old. He leaves one sod, Fred,
place, aud one daughter, Mrs. Henry
Norris ot Bucksport; also two sisters,
Mrs. Nancy Boumetrand Mrs. Aurilla
Thomas

James, both of Ellsworth.

This place was saddened by the death of
Mrs. Grace Collar Wallis. She went from
here to attend school in Boston, living
She was a bright,
with relatives there.
jolly girl, and was miksed w hen she w ent.
She was married to Mr. Wallis there. After
a few years, her husband’s health tailed,
and

they went to Colorado.

died.

Her

father met

This

her and

fail he

brought

L. Bragg
daughter
married to George Miller of
when

Rev.

their

Mr.

hospital plan.

Praise of the

He,

today.

Miraculous Virtue.
Gaze thou in the face of thy brothlamer, in those eyes where plays the
bent fire of kindness, or In those where
rages the lurid conflagration of anger;
feel how thy own so quiet soul Is
Involuntarily kindled with

straightway

the like, and ye blaze and reverberate
limiton each other, till it Is all one
less, confluent flame (of embracing
love, or of deadly, grasping hate); and
then say what miraculous virtue goes
out of man Into man.—Carlyle.

Stomach Trouble.
to
Edna, four, was going next door
her auntie. She was told by her moththere as
er not to eat anything while
When she
her stomach was upset.
said
came in she said, “Auntie, mamma
I shouldn’t eat anything because my
stomach has tipped over."

home.

Asa C. Flood spent 8unday and

Mrs.

Monday in Brewer with
Mrs. Joseph Patterson.

her

daughter,

Mrs. Sigfred Hanscom,
employed in Boston two

Fernald

from Camp
furlough. Arthur
returned from overseas last month, and is
receiving treatment in the
hospital at
Camp Devens for injuries caused by being
hit at the back of the shoulder by a piece
a

is

boys

set from the

!
!

All

station,

radio

of the

with which the groom is connected. Mr.
Miller is spending a week’s furlough here
at the home of tbe brid >. They expect to
leave soon for Baltimore, where the groom
will resume his occupation as steam-

Among those present at the

titter.

cere-

mony were: L. H. Holmes and wife, A.
D. Moore and wife, Everett Stanley and
wife, Hollis Reed and wife, W. H. Thurston and wife, Mrs. May Rich, Dr. T. S.
Tapley and wife, Mrs. Fannie Black, Mrs.
Frederica Black, Mrs. Florence Stanley,
and Fred Bickford and wife.

M.

17.___P.
EDEN.

Hollis Leland,
discharged from

who
the

was

naval

honorably
last

reserve

week, has been iD town a few days.
Miss Mildred Leland, who has been in
past six months, was in
days recently, leaving Feb. 11

Portland the
town
for

a

few

Bangor,

All who

where she has
have

been

employment.

ill of

influenza

are

convalescent.
Mrs. F. B. Allen

has gone to Bar

Har-

bor, w’hereshe has employment.
Feb. 17.

!

STEEL VESSELS

Records for Shipbuilding Broken
by Skinner A Eddy's Big Plant
at Seattle.

Seattle, Wash.—Smashing all records for shipbuilding, the Skinner &
Eddy corporation^ plant No. 1, In this
city, launched 26 steel steamships in
the year 1918. The vessels had an aggregate tonnage of 232,400 deadweight
tons.
As the plant has five shipways the
average tonnage for each wuy was 46,480 tons.
Nothing approaching this
average has been accomplished before
in the history of the world's shipbuilding.
No other five shipways at one plant
have averaged more than 40,000 deadweight tons in a year, according to marine experts.
There have been records of a single
way of more than 40,000 tons in a
year, hut that was where one large
ship was built In a year.
The last of the vessels constructed
at this plant for the year was the
steamship Edgefield that was delivered on the last day of the year. She
Is a 9,600-ton vessel.

borne

w'eek’s

of shell.

•

Grant of the Brooksville
high school was called to Bangor by the
Minnie

illness and death of her

2 Careful Man Injured;
•
Reckless One Escapes.

grandmother.

Babson and Almon L. Gray
sold their schooner, Lawrence Murdock, to Capt. William Streeter of Port-

Capt. Ernest

have

•
•
•
•
•

land.

Miss Nevells of Sedgwick is visiting her
sister, Mrs. H. L. Hutchinson.
Feb.

17._O.
BAYSIDE.;

Charles Smith has returned to his home
in Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Edna S. Norris of Winter Harbor
spent a few’ days recently w ith her sisters,
Mrs. M. F. Tenney and Mrs. D. F.
Closson.

She

was

on

her

way to

•

?
•

2
•

2
•

] 2
Lynu, I 2

Mass., to visit her son, who is employed
there.

Feb. 17.

been

has

had

EASTBROOK.

employ-

home

Sunday.

Feb. 17.

Gem.

iSotwrtusraunta.

•

•
•

C. A. C.

Ed-

Alliance, O.—Conductor
ward Johnson Is a careful man.
Employed on the Pittsburgh,
Fort Wayne & Chicago railroad
for years, he has carefully observed all of the "safety first”
rules and avoided accident.
A few days ago he was standlng alongside his train when a
sudden jerk of the engine threw
a brakeman standing atop a boxHe landed on
car into space.

Johnson.
The brakeman,
low, is uninjured.

a

careful, is in the

hospital.

careless fel-

Johnson, the

___.....

»••••••••••••••••••••••••

PLUMBING,

BRAGG-MILLER— At McKinley, Feb 12. by
Rev Mr Frei«e, Miss Mildred Bragg, of McKinley, to George Miller of Pittsburgh, Pa.
COLE-COUSINS-At Penobscot, Feb 14, by
Rev Chester A Smith. Miss Rachel T Cole to
Charles C Cousins, jr. both of Brooklin.
At Bluehill. Feb 11,
HOOPER-GRINDLE
by Rev R M Trafton, Miss f.izzie I Hooper,
of Bluehill. to Leon W
Grindle, of Sedgwick.

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
rlONEST WORK;

niFiv

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

| by having

CARD OF THANKS.
undersigned wishes to express her
heartfelt thanks to ihe many friends
and neighbors who assisted her during the
illness and at the death of her husband, Frank
also to the physician for his
A. Hideout;
faithfulness and to L.ejok lodge, I. O. O. F.,
for its services.
Mrs. Frank A. Rideout.

THE

CARD OF THANKS.
llfE desire thus publicly to express our
sincere gratitude to neighbors and
friends for their kindness and sympathy
shown iu so many ways during the illness
and at the death of our wife and mother.
Wm. H. Scott.
Wm. H. Scott, jr.
Ellrn Scott.
Anna Scott.
Kate Scott.
Ellsworth, Feb. 17, 191k.
or

THANKS.
heartfelt thanks

neighbors

who

so

us during our recent bereave
rneut; also for the beautiful floral tributes.
Mr. Jesse B. Wessbl and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wessbl.
North Sedgwick, Me.

your

cost niouey
hauled.

now;

Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and'Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me

a

Year:

If you value your health more than 12 centi
a year, which is the pei capita appropriaiiot
asked for Stale Health work, telephone, iele
graph or write your representatives at Au
gusta to support House bill No. 22, providing
for health officers iu each
county who wil
give all their time to the prevention of dis
ease and the conservation of health.

Maine

Anti-Tuberculosis

a

over-

specialty

FRIEND
Ellsworth

United States Railroad Administration
W. G. McADOO. Director General of Railroads
Corrected to
November 11,

1918.

BAR HARBOR

TO

BANGOR.

Harbor..If..!

Bar
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Sorrento... 4 55
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
I
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| Boston via
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I
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....
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.J.
AM

tl 43.
AM

Portland.Iv.If 12 25 f!0 05.
Bangor.Iv. f6 80 t3 15.

H. W. DUNN

Is Your Health Worth 12 cents

Clothes

have your old suits

Repairing fur garments

Dover

asomtacnurat#.

clothing repaired.

DAVID
Main Street

days.

RIDEOUT-At Ellsworth, Feb 13, Frank A
Rideout, aged 66 years. 6 months, 1« days.
SCOTT—At Ellsworth. Feb 13, Mrs Mary A
Scott, aged 70 years, 10 months, 14 days.

wish to express our
V\TE
to the friends and
Tv

MONEY

SAVE

26 years.

GINN—At Orland. Feb 16, Mrs Mary Ella
Ginn, aged 45 years, 8 days.
JORDAN—At Bangor, Feb 14. William F Jordan, formerly of Aurora, aged 68 years, 5
mouths. 12 days.
JOHNSON—At Dedham, Feb 17, Daniel C
Johnson, aged 81 years.
KINGMAN—At Marlboro, Feb 15. Eben Kingman. aged 92 years, 8 months.
MITCHELL-At Penobscot. Feb 10, Thomas C
Mitchell, aged 84 years, 2 mouths, 30 days.
PRIEST—At North Bucksport, Feb 15, Wesley H Priest, aged 82 years, 2 mouths. 17

CARD

PRICES

HONEST

Twenty Years’ Experience.

BOWDEN—At Bluehill. Feb 12, Priscilla S.
wife of Nathaniel Bywdeu, ageu 79 years, 3
months, 27 days.
Feh 14, Isaac
DesISLF.8— At Ellsworth.
Desisles, aged 77 years, 3 months. 2 days.
DeMEYER—At Eastbrook. Feb 14. John L DeMeyer, aged 82 years. 5 months, 10 days.
FARNHAM—At BaDgor, Feb 12, Lida Jean,
wife of Ivan C Farnham, of West Brooksville, aged 35 years, 1 month, 8 days.
GRAY-At Cape Rosier (Brooksville). Feb 15.
Christina, wife of Cornelius M Gray, jr

kindly assisted

V.

SOUTH BROOKSV1LLE.
Miss

years,

Two accidents happened here last week
but fortunately without serious results.
At the mill the steel broke from the stave
saw, but the crew escaped without serious
injury. The other happened at Union
river bridge.
A horse driven by Mrs.
Moses Haslam, who was accompanied by
Mrs. Emery Morrison, when in the middle
of the bridge apparently was seized with
a fit, reared and struck the rail of the
bridge. A log on the bridge kept the pung
and occupants from going over, but the
horse broke through the tail, cleared himself and fell into the river. The anima
died after being taken from the water.
Feb. 17.
L.

though he saw' several months’ service in
the front line, he escaped being wounded.
for

has been
has re-

who

turned to her home here.

Howard Salisbury arrived home from
Camp Dix Tuesday morning, having returned from overseas early last month.
He has been honorably discharged. Al-

aged

LAUNCH 26

guests. The gifts were numerous and
well chosen, among them a costly carving

Feb.

GREAT POND.

is

Episcopal diocese performed the ceremony.; Refreshments were served to sixty

Urban Leach, who has been in the service nearly two years, arrived here MonHis many friends gladly
day morning.
D.

it

Mrs. Oscar

Mr. and

Wednesday,

Mildred was
Pittsburgh, Pa.

is home.

Feb. 17.

lot

home of

em-

welcome him home.

given by Eugene Stanley,
hoped the building committee will soon
The
have plans afoot for its erection.
rapidity with which such a sum was
raised is remarkable for so small a place.
A wedding of interest took place at the
and

last

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs.

Beatrice, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Giles, broke her leg recently.
Arthur L. Jordan has received his honorable discbarge from the navy and is

MARRIED.

B. Colby of East Bucksport. All have the |
deepest sympathy in their Ions. Besides
The building of a Methodist church is
her many frienda, she leaves a husband, j
being discussed, this time with
Herbert, a son, Hadley, not yet returned again
more
Already
signs of development.
from Camp Devens, Boyd, who has just
more than fl,400 has been raised, and a
where he has
returned from the

West,

Mrs. Adelia E. Clough has gone to Boston to visit her sister, Mrs. W. M. Smith,
and attend the Ellsworth reunion.

ASTBURY—At Bluehill, Feb 10. to Mr and
Mrs Arthur O Astbury, & daughter.
VARNUM—At Orland, Feb 12. to Mr aud Mrs
Ivy Varnum, a son.

Camp

living

are

3.00

Herbert Jellison of Boston is visiting
ment at Duck island light, is home.
his mother, Mrs. Elmira Jellison.
I
There was an entertainment
in the
Clara Belle Googins of Lainoine is visschoolhouse Friday evening, in honor o£ iting at her uncles G. 8. Googins’.
Clarence Harding, recently returned from
John L. DeMeyer, an aged and reCamp Devens.
spected citizen, died Friday. He had
Feb. 17.
Mrs. Chips, jr.
been in poor health a long time. His son,
John E., came home from Boston to atHORN.
tend the funeral, which was held at the

return

from

“

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

DolUver’s house.

Miss Lila Thurston is in

for treata

is

»

3.50;

WAJLTHAM.

Montelle Gott, w’ho

Sylvester and Will E. Gott, with their
families, are at home from Brewer.

as

nervous

but

“

GOTT’S ISLAND.

mckinley.

j

acid.

size, $2.2^ ; naif-pound size, $2.00
pound
“

Staples and wife, who have
employed in Howland, are home.

cargo of crude oil.

a

Prank

the

Sunday

carbolic

drinking

by

500 sheets
“
1000

special printing:

Amos

Capt. Vinal Gray left this week from
New York for Bordeaux, France. He was
accompanied by his wife.
S.
Feb. 17.

Deveus.

morning,

I

m

_

by

shocked

Colby

Ella

suicide of Mrs.

was

I

paper and

Price, including

where he is attend-

Para, Braail, Jan. 1.
via the West Indies.

While

Thi-

Rockland,

Capt. George
schooner

eighty-sixth birthday.

his

on

Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Arthar

FAMOUS BLIND EDUCATOR

few

a

Printed .At

Paper

The American Office

Devens

ing the government navigation school.
Capt. “Jack” Haskell and wife sailed
Saturday from New York for Lisbon,
Portugal, with

held the

vessel.

em-

Emmons of Erie, Pa., is vismother, Mrs. Ellie B. Cook.

her

husband at

and

he

for

home

is

been

Butter

Mrs. Phil Haskell has been visiting her

also

his death

has

Mrs. Owen

iting

great-grandson.

At

in

who

employed against any enemy

weeks.

Adelaide

He
is
years ago.
three grandchildren

four

survived

Adelaide

Carman,
Boston,

Malcolm

never

•••••••••••••••••••••••A*

*" ,he Absence Of
Doctors Nobly Gone
‘o War, After
Influenza, the Grip,—

streL

Kingman.

Tamar Morrison
of

of

Now she lies beside her
husband in Forest Hill cemetery, Mass.
They were not separated a great while.
EFeb. 17.

WHEN A FAMILY

NEEDSJ

to her in her bereavement.

since

lived

news

Wednesday of the death of her father and
brother, of pneumonia. She left immediately for her home in Northern Vermont. Her friends here extend sympathy

Annie

her to bis home.

^hucrufwimti^,

before

John Paton received the sad

Mrs.

Otis

of

Mrs

had

son

breakdown and went to

great pleasure to the couple, who but
recently moved into their new house
which replaced the one burned by light-

girls all finished
Dec. 20, 1918,
pledges
among the first to go over the
These

their

were

The vessels displace 2,000 tons on
the surface and 2,700 tons submerged.
They are 340 feet long, have a beam of
26 feet and a cruising radius of 3,000
miles. They are designed to be even
a match for torpedo-boat
destroyers in
surface fighting.
It is also known that the British
have successfully built a submarine
carrying a 12-inch gun, although the
details of this craft have not been
made public. The new ideas embraced
in the construction of the craft Include
the “cushioning" of the boat to withstand the terrific concussion of the
This Idea is represented unoffigun.
cially as having been successful. So
far as is known the new craft was

DEER ISLE.

the death of his wife seventeen years ago.
Mr. Kingman was born in Waltbam

well

a

a

whom he

usual.

greatly improves the
as opening up a better
in that vicinity.

The friends and neighbors of Welch
Moore and wife gave them a surprise
house-warming Tuesday evening. It was

ning

daughter,

certificates for

top.

Marlboro.

which

view to the bouses

and

NORTH OP-LAND.

Temple.

wood cut

paying

the

H. Moore, who is spending tbe
winter with his daughter, Mrs. Harvard
Havey, in West Sullivan, was here for a
few

E. Dubay leader.

Marlboro Februillness of four months, at

an

signed

marked and

accompanying group shows the
Victory Girl9 of Bernard, Miss Modeste

died in

home of bis

full,

in

The

!

corner.

William

paid

KBRN KINGMAN D*4 AD.

In

be

to

each.”

“March the first is nearly here, when
good little Victory Girls and Victory
Boys are supposed to be safely out of the
woods. Come on, local chairmen, and

Prominent Citizen

wait

roe at
Ellsworth all
of both boys and girls

by you, and you will get

all

Former

Don’t

over.

Send to

who have

says:

cane

of West Gouldsboro

it

allotment cards

appeal to the local chairmen to bring the
campaign to a victorious conclusion. She

one

tbe

chair-

county in the Victory
Girls’ campaign, sends out an

and

died

wife have been visit-

Mrs. John Stinson went to Hancock

has

Boys’

Annie

PROSPECT HARBOR.

get
dnnned.
let’s

for Hancock

man

Dies

William Childs, who has employment
steamer running from Searsporl,
<,n a
the week-end at his home here.

f

Victory Hoys Hnd Girls.
Mrs. Henry M. Hall of Ellsworth,

months.

many

24

submarine.

,n

who

Two Funnels and Make
Knots on Surface Under
Steam.

London.—The admiralty has permitted to be made public the real story of
the submarine cruisers the British successfully constructed at the time the
Germans were boasting of their super-

U. 8. coaHt

the

Admiralty Lets Out Secret

Ass’i 1

Brewer June.
Holden.
McKenzie’s.
Phillips Lake.»
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy.
Mt Desert Fy ar.

Sullivau.ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor ..ar..

*

5

37
5 59
04
06
6 16
f6 26
6 3»j
6 47

16
f6

7 02
17 11
7 20
7 24
t7 80

3 21
3 43

f3

50

4

00

f4

10

23
31
45
14 52
4
4
4

5 00
5 08
tB 10.

f7 50
8 0.
8 55 f6 Of.
AM
PM

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

IkCgps
n

Jr

Emma

,

r«!J

a LCIQ.

Droncmai
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Intiammations.
Those who

cines

can

object

secure

to

writes:

bis
Devens where he expected to receive
discharge this week.

i-

1

liquid

Peruna

mcdi-

it

Tablets

hand.

at

with

after

NEWS

Mrs.

Friends

Nathaniel

of

Bowden

and

them

family sympathize with
of a devoted wife and mother.
spent all her life here.

Why

DeMever was a native of Franklin.
friends here extend sympathy.
wife visited

at Northeast Harbor last week.

Elfreda McGown is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Irving Rollins.
Joseph Higgins, who has been seriously

improved.
Richard Hastings is

Miss Bessie Fernald is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Charles Cook* 8t Hancock.
Fred Fernald is now able to be out.

is much

navy

at home

from the

Since his return from the timber woods,
Edgar Perry has been supplying the local
stores with

axe

whose

Out of respect
Bragdon,
wife died Friday, the sophomore class of
the high school ha6 postponed its valentine party to Friday evening, Feb. 21.
for

inactive duty.

on

Mrs.

Eugene Springer
Springer’s sister, Mrs. Benjamin Graves,

WEST FRANKLIN.

ill,

Many

handies.

Mr.

The funeral of Gladys,

Mrs. Lloyd Dunham, with her mother,
Mrs. Norman Smith, was called to Hampden last week by the death of Mrs. W. H.

Bragdon,

was

held at the

wire of Nahum

Baptist

husband

and

three

little

church

sympathy of all. Her mother,
Fannie Leighton, of East .Sullivan,
with daughters Evelyn and Mrs. Bean,
Alfred
was here to attend the funeral.
Leighton, an uncle, of North Sullivan,
Mr9.

Miss Edith Butler entertained the
Grange aid last week. They will meet
this week with Mrs. Eugene Butler.
Messrs. Haskell and Davis of Eden,
with their teams, are working for the
Frenchman’s Bay Lumber Co.
Dr. S. S. DeBeck was a business visitor

Bragdon

Melvin

and

wife of Livermore

Falls, Lester Wilbur and Mrs. Walter
Googins of East brook, were also present.
P.
Feb 17.

Bangor last week and also visited his
daughter Leona at the U. of M.
Claud Clark and Floyd Scammon have
taken a contract to saw pulp wood at
North Hancock for Frank Sawyer.
Clark Bros. Co. are enlarging their
new
stone business, and have added a

J. Smith has been ill two weeks.
H. S. Coombs and W. F. Jordan have
are

H. S. Coombs, employed at Bath, spent
Saturday and Sunday at home.
his
Capt. W. F. Jordan haa received
honorable discharge, and is at home.
John F. Clark, one of the oldest veterans
in town, fell on the ice recently and
received slight injuries.

j

S.

Feb. 17.
_

Amy Jordan

employed

Francis Harden
with his parents.

spent

Mrs. C. M. Gray, jr., died Feb. 15.
Mrs. Eugene Jordan bad a chopping
Wednesday.

Walter

Sargent

has

gone to

Portland

derrick.

to work.

Fred McKenzie and family have returned from Rumford, where they have
been since October.

Samuel Astbury, U. S. Engineers, is
stationed in Coblenz, Germany.
Mrs. John Luudwall is ill, and in the
Knox hospital.

in

Ellsworth,

the

week-end

Helen Clark ba9 gone to Newton
Center, Mass., to work.
Miss

Mrs. S. P. Wilder of Newton Center,
Mass., was here last week.
U.

Feb. 17.

Eastman Hutchings is home from LamLake, having just finished a contract
for ship knees.

Miss Rose Black of Deer Isle

bert

William

Parslow of Portsmouth, N.

sister, Mrs. Richard Howard.
Howard and wife of Eagle
Island spent a few days recently with
John Blake.

employed on submarine work at
Kittery navy yard, is visiting his
grandparents Charles Goodwin and wife.
the

worth Falls.

Caiver, who was operated upon
in the Webster hospital at Castine re-

17.__F.

—

SOU.1S D.
Reuben Brown and infant
influeuza.

son are

Pearl Bordeaux has returned
business

trip

to

ill of

from

W. Smith received word last
Tuesday of the death of his sister, Mrs.
Mary J. Taylor, at her home iu Ames-

cently, is improving.
Sidney Gray has received his discharge
from the army, at Camp Devens, and is
expected home soon.

Mass.

Echo.

Feb. 17.

G.

FRANKLIN.
SALISBURY COVE.

Everard Noyes of Sullivan Center is
doing inside repair work at the West-

Miss

Alta Emery is visiting in Bar Har-

Blaisdell’s.

bor.

The ladies’ aid society was elated over
the financial returns of the supper Friday

Hilda Emery, who has bees very
ill of pneumonia, is recovering slowly.
Miss

evening.

Johnson, who has
Cherryfield, is spending

Miss Thelma

In the death of John L. DeMeyer, Eastbrook loses one of its best citizens. Mrs.

teaching in

been
a va-

cation at home.

Feb. 17.
If Your Feet Ache anti Kurn
And make you tired all over, ask any druggist tor Allen’s Foot-Ease, the Antiseptic
powder—shake it in your shoes and walk
all day in coinfort. It has no equal for
Blisters
Corns, Bunions.
or
Callouses.
Used by
American, British
and French
soldiers.

Augusta.
H.

Feb. 17.

auurmstmmtft.

R.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Lester

E. Young has returned to Biller-

ica, Mass., to resume teaching
Mitchell military schbol.
Feb.

17._

in

the

Y.

Saved My Life
Says Man In Maine
Henry O. Hanley of 17 Croa* street, Belfast,
Maine, writes us: ”1 am feeling lots better
and think your Elixir (Dr. True’s Elixir)
saved my life.”
Dr. True.s Elixir is a great medicine, a
family laxative and worm expeller. It tones
the stomach, moves the bowels and expells
worms
Surprising it is how many people
have worms.
Children suffer agony from
worms.
Signs or symptoms of worms are:
Deranged stomach, swollen upper Up, sour
stomach, offensive breath, hard and full
belly with occasional griping* and pain about
the navel, pale face of leaden tint, eyes heavy
aud dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the
nose, itching of the rectum, short dry cough,
griuding of the teeth, little red points sticking out on tongne. starting during sleep, slow
fever.
Write us if you want to. Address. Dr. J. F.
True & Co., Auburn Maine.
Get Dr. True’s Elixir from your dealer at
once. The cost is small.
It expel* worms
and restores health. t>n the market for over
80 years.

4

..m

your smoketaste
flush up against a

listening post—and you’ll
get the Prince Albert call, a11

right!
and

■

You’ll hunt a jimmy pipe so quick
get so much tobacco joy out of every
puff you’ll wish you had been bom
twins! For, Prince Albert puts over a turn
new to every man fond of a pipe or a home
made cigarette. It wins your glad hand completely. That’s because it has the quality!

5rjfl

And, right behind this quality flavor and quality fra-

H

grance is Prince Albert’s freedom from bite and parch
which is cut out by our exclusive patented process,
We tell you to smoke your fill at any clip—jimmy
pipe or makin’s cigarette—without a comeback 1

ijj
SPw.
:*5»
*•41
W

a

Fred

Emery

Feb. 17.

visiting

Edward

who is

bury,

is

her

H.,

Hannah Perkins is visiting ber
Bentley Grindle.
Irving Brailey, wbo has been working
for A. A. Ooodell, has returned to EllsMrs.

son,

Feb.

Toppy red bags, tidy red tins, handsome pound and
half pound tin humidors—and—that clever, practical
pound crystal glass humidor with sponge moistener
top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

the
Un-

defense work the Germans came over
In their rigid gas bags as their pleasThe British had no
ure dictated.
Zepi>elins then for counterattack and
the airplanes they possessed were
helpless, because they could not fly

high enough quickly enough.
when Zeppelins
one occasion
above the city British aviators,
went up to engage them.
as usual,
But the British flyers could only attain 15,000 feet altitude. There they
sat, looking up at the monsters far
above them, the machine guns of the
airplanes being as useless as toy pisThat Is the real reason why
tols.
Britain built fast, high-climbing airplanes. She had to outdo the Zepps.
She won, soon having airplanes that
could reach 20,000 feet or more, above
which distance Zeppelins’ could not
work effectively. These hlgh-cllmbing
fighting planes, together with the explosive and Incendiary bullets, made
England too hot for the airing of a
On

SURRY.
is

London.—Britain
conquered
Zeppelins with explosive bullets.

til the invention of this weapon Zt*i>pellns roamed about over England ut
will, weather permitting. The first
air raid upon London was by Zeppelins. This was May 31, 1915, and
until the explosive bullet came Into

moving to Hancock.

BROOKS VI LLE.

CAPE ROSIER.

1

had

at

bee

wonderful old

Over
England at Will,
Weather Permitting.

D-

children

have the

Dunham.

—

Until Invention of New Weapon German Gas Bags Roamed About

C.

Sunday afternoon. Miss Koch officiating.
The

"

Johnson’s

She had

telephones put in their bouses.
Floyd G. Scammon and family

Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

S

A doctor's prescripiion that has saC^uatdd
you can rely upon.
thousands of homes for more than 100 years. There are none just Ek,"
none that have the remarkable record of th»
none
just as good”

that

—

Conquer Hun
Airships.

in the loss

Feb. 16.

and

British

Airmen

EGYPT.

COUNTY

by

spend-

sister,

her

Bullets Fired

1

Sentry On Duty!

A

AvoDYNELiniment

E. W. Hinckley.

Peruna has served the American people for more than forty
years. Those who know its value

a|ways have
not you?

Wednesday,

Explosive

"

to

returned

Dunbar

Miss Eunice H.
East Milliuocket
ing two weeks

Tubes-

_—-

ord

w

Mr. Robert McDougall.
R. No. 6, Liberty, Indiana,
wish to state that I always
I
keep Peruna in the house.
think it is a good medicine to
I
commence
If
have on hand.
taking a cold, I take Peruna and
It is
jt breaks it up for me.
for
the
Br, nchial
also good

_

Daniel Emerton. received

had arrived
Sunday that her son Somes
home from overseas, and was at Camp

“X

Good tor

Dahlquist.

Mrs.

R.

Breaks up
«

NORTH BEUEHIEE.
Charles Moon, recently returned from
Mrs.
overseas, is visiting his mother,

la the House
Ail the time

%%

END TERROR BY
ZEPPELIN RAIDS

NEWS

COUNTY

asurttisrmcnts.

„r

—*

auuciuutmoitci.

.—

j

were

Zepp.
Lead Zeppelin Raida.
The leader of the Zeppelin raids on
Peter
was
Commander
London
Strasser. who had unbounded hatred
He hnd an Iron nerve
for England.
and In Germany was regarded a,s an
authority on air raids against England. He met his death on August 4.
last year, in the Huns’ largest Zeppelin, off the English coast. An explosive bullet ended his Journey.
To keep out of range of ordinary
anti-aircraft Are the Germans enlarged their Zeppelins from 750,000 to
about 2,500,000 cubic feet, thus InBut this
creasing ascent abilities.
whs quickly countered by Improved defense methods in Britain. The Zepps
carried about 4,500 pounds of bombs
each.
The first time the Zeppelins visited
London the people took It as a great
joke, flocking to the housetops to see
the
Incendiary bombs that were
dropped. Only six persons w ere, killed
in the initial raid, although 90 Incendiary bombs were heaved overboard.
The men In the later type of Zeppelins were provided with parachutes.
The captain and navigating personnel
were supposed to jump from the forward gondola and the crew, generally
about twenty men, from the engine
In the face of
and midship cabins.
iisaster, however, there is no record
)f any member of a Zeppelin crew
laving saved himself by this means,
jlther because the machine became too
Illicitly enveloped In flames or fell too
rapidly for the parachute to open out.
The Zeppelins usually set out from
Germany in the morning and timed
their arrival off the English coast
about dusk.
The fate of Strasser's
ship was sealed because he arrived
too early, being spotted above the
horizon by a British lookout.
Penetrate Heart of England.
There evidently was no concerted
action among the Zeppelin raiders,
each acting more or less independently.
They selected targets upon
which they could unload their bombs
uninterruptedly, if possible, and then
flee. They often penetrated into the
heart of England.
Six Zeppelins were brought down in
England, the first by Lieut. Leefe
Kobison at Cufley. lie was awarded
:he Victoria Cross. The
incendiary
machine gun bullets' which he used
had been issued for the first time only
the day before the raid, September
The second Zeppelin was
2, 1010.
brought down in flames at Great Bursted. Out of 13 Zeppelins which raided England October 19, 1917, the Germans lost four.
One descended almost intact near Mersea island, at
the northeast corner of Essex.
Another wus brought down in flames
near Potter’s Bar, and two other
Zeppelins were forced to land, but the
crews destroyed their ships.
After Germany saw the futility of
sending Zeppelins against explosive
bullets (and Zeppelins could not be
protected against that device) she instituted Gotha raids.
But Britain be>at her at her owt
game.
Beware of Stocking Bang.
Tarentum, Pa.—Grocers who fearec
thieves and had little faith in theii
strong boxes were sometimes knowi
to hide their receipts overnight in the
beans, but it took a local man to dis
close that dry goods merchants some
times use stockings for the purpose
A* usual, the stocking ns a haul
proved a faiftire.
The store door:
were
thoughtlessly opened too earl;
one day recently and a customer
madi
away with a real Christmas stocking
with $117 concealed in the foot.

5 Prepared for Internal as 1
( well as for external use f
Easily the richest in expensive elements that speedily conquer Coughs,
Colds, Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Strains, Chills, Sprains, Muscular
Rheumatism and many other common troubles. A friend in need”
that has been splendidly successful for more than a century.
«

Costs mors than any other to produce
yet the price to you is the seme as you must psy
for inferior preparations.

—

Heals

Stops Suffering
g!?——^—■
Soothes

—

—

En$uranct Sta tmcnt*.
AMERICAN
100

NATIONAL SURETY

SURETY COMPANY
NKW YORK.

NEW TOU, W. T.

BROADWAY, NEW YORR.

ASSETS DEC.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.

Interest and rents,
All oiher assets,

86
49

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

#17,42*215)}

Admitted assets,

#18.0854729

#12,145,206 83

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

778.979 64

Admitted assets,
$11,366,226
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1918.
Net unpaid loases,
$1,266,030
Unearned premiums,
2392.382
All other liabilities.
1,028,176
Cash capital,
B.txw.OOO
1.179,686
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

19

7,2X8,629 M
533.488 07
1,008.518 06
61314 42
122,012 25

Agents’balances,

97
00
67

MONTPBLIBR, VERMONT.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.

SO,000

$

310340

00
28

Total liabilities and

as-

Bills receivable.

Admitted assets,

$464,586

66

$535,421 15

surplus.

Si MARINE

BOSTON, MASS.

ASSETS DEC. 81. 1918.
$1315,2*9 40
Stocks and bonds,
150301 71
Cash in office sod bank,
196362 77
Agents'balances.
12,098 5*6
Interest and rents,
41,043 1 7
All ether assets.

$1,915,0*6

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

71,727

Gross assets,
Deduct itema not admitted,

#l,4104BI
1044“

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
# 1/77445!
49,401
WJtMl
11,649.726:
7J6.3803,334,6281
8.361
80.7064
88,427!

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Caah in office and bank,
Agents' balances,
Bills rece.vsble.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Gross assets.
Deduct Uemi not admitted,

Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

$ 29.818 00
813,926 00
86.535 14
20.205 09
Total liabilities and
6.247 88
1.330 70 I

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

#407,561 81

|

#399.667 07

31, 1918.
#6.302.3*
254.540 67
5.574.00
133.250 On

899,667 07

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA.

81,1918.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks aud bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents' balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

#

248 ex
10,288.896 **
944 820 K

1,184.800 0(
39.237 5!
109,155 8#
116.875 it
14,749.583 4(
722,639 57
8!

'--

To all persons interested In either of the e*
tales hereinafter named:
At a probate conrt held at Ellsworth, in m2
for the county of Hancock, on the el«vents
day of February, in the year of our Lort
one thouaand nine hundred and ninetetc.
and by adjournment from the fourth day «
said February a. 6. 1919.
^I'HE fo'lowing matters having beeu preX sen ted for the action thereupon beret*
Tbsi
alter indicated, it is hereby ordered:
DOtice thereof be given to s I person* inter
m
to
order
this
ested. by causiug a copy of
published three weeks successively in
EUrworth American, a newspaper publisnw
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they miJ
appear at a probate court to be held at
of March.* «*
worth, on the fourth day
ana
1919, at ten of the clock in the forenoon.
be heard thereon if tbev see cause.
Effie M. Macomber, late of Franklin, in sM
county, deceased. A certain instrument p«r«
porting to be the last will and testament
said deceased, together with petition ,or P
bate thereofjand for the appointment or
I
executor without giving bond, presented
Xleury H. Higgins, the executor there*

t*J

242,730 46
1,872,816.07

14,026,943

#16.880,1*'!

surplus,

legal Nottra.

7,894 74

ST. PAUL FIRE Sc MARINE INS. CO.
ASSETS DEC.

#17.603,7*1
7234211

Admitted assets,
#U,8S0.1fBa
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
Net unpaid I oases.
# 6,8?041?9
Unearned premiums,
5,748*3
759/48
All other liabilities,
Caah capital.
2,00045*
1,478,7**
Surplus over all liabilities,

DOWKLL, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.

f

#1,306,7911

surplus.

SALT1MORB, MARYLAND.

$1343359 17
1918
$340,506 55
773,202 87
29.277 77
60o.0i0 00
200,2*5 48

surplus,

liS!*

MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY.

TRADERS AND MECHANICS INS. CO.

Total liabilities and

INS. CO

#1,11*807 J
123,«»I

41
24

$1343.359 17
Evrrktt C. Brnton,
President.

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC
Net unpaid loaaes.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities,

f 16,0*21*

Bonds,

Total liabilities and

surplus.

Secretary.

surplus,

#l,306,31!
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1918.
t
19,234
losses.
Net unpaid
340.1iJ
Unearned premiums,
119.153
All other liabilities,
727,256!
Surplus over ail liabilities,

IN-

SURANCE CO.

Total liabilities and
Walteb Adlard,

3/»4ri;i
1465.7419
446

Caah in office and banks,
Agents’ balances,
Interest.
All other assets,

202,969 km
51.676 93
266,451 01

Unearned premiums,
▲11 other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.

31,

#1.78745(9

or

LIABILITffcS DEC. 81,1916.
Net unpaid loasesj
$ 14328 33

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid loases.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

1.536,mu

MUTUAL FIRE
BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.

70,6*4 «9

FIRE

3*1

lO.ooei
141J4!|
48*5119

THE LUMBER

$535,421 15

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

MASSACHUSETTS

69

71,06!if
14*2728
8lM*g
1.578,7711

172371 66
2,009 16

sessments.

Total liabilities and

106.2S1*

14

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.

VERMONT MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.

Real estate,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents balances and accrued

$

LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1918.

$11,846,226 19

surplus,

81, 1918.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds, 1
Caah in office and bank,
Agents' oalances.
Bills receivable,!
Interest and rents,
All other aaseU,

$ 3,166.047 91

Real estate.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.

COMPANY.

OF

;

81, 1918.

named.

$ 1.323,558
6,756,017
643,*32
1,000,000
4,304,535

Harriet S. Emery, late of Bnckuport. in
county, deceased. A certain instrument
porting to be the 'aat will and
«>
and codicil o! said deceased, together
J
petition for probats thereof, presented
H. Smith, the executor thervw
Theodore
Total liabi ities and isuiplus,
$14,026,943 6
I named.
EASTERN CASUALTY INSURANCE CO 1
Alvin B. Fernald, late of Franklin, ip
|Dthat
i county, deceased.
Petition
MASS.
BOSTON,
! Bragdon or some other suitable person J
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
administrator of the estate of •»
appointed
$ 5,900 0 1 deceased, presented by Rebecca Fern***
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
140.814 8 » widow of said deceased.
Cash in office and bank,
14.221 3 j
John P. Eldridge, late of Ellsworth in
3,491 1 I !
Agents’ balances,
Petition that Grace•
Bills receivable,
1,200 tK icounty, deceased.
Interest and rents,
2,115 7 \ Eldridge or some other suitable person
»^
appointed administrator of tbe estate ot
Gross assets,
167.818 0 l deceased, without giving bond, present*0
Deduct items not admitted,
9,445 9 I Grace C. Eldridge, widow of said deceases
li
4<
'it
oi
9i

Pj»

Howard Mayo, late of BoutFwest
First
in said county, deceased.
Triphosa A. Mayo, administratrix,

Admitted assets,
$158,367 0
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1918.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 21.434 7
Unearned premiums,
16,411 4 1
All other liabilities,
16,477 9
Cash capital,
100,000 0 i
all
liabilities,
Surplus over
4,042 9
Total liabilities and

surplus,

$156,367

settlement.

Clarinda M. Jordan, late of Waltham*
First
Raid county, deceased.
Goog*
Harry L. Crabtree and Wilson A.
executors, filed for settlement.

Harvey R. Gray, late of Bucksport.
county, deceased. Petition filed by
to
H. Gray, administrator, for license
certain real estate of said deceased.
in said Bucksport, and more fully ©e8C
in said petition.

0-

fJJ,

Ale**D^ii

Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK.
said
Court at Ellsworth, this
day of February. In the year of
one thousand nine hundred and

5761301

$8,271,400
1,075.705

^

aCC/?“?‘;ns,

SCOTTISH UNION & NATIONAL INS. CC
EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
Real estate,
$ 215,028 36
Mortgage loans,
83 500 0(
Stocks and bonds,
6,391 430 4
Cash in office and bank,
W
Agents' balances,
884 474 7*
Interest and rents,
111,665 2!
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

Harb°rj j
nlea ior

oat
uin

r(j

Roy C. Hainbs, Regisl®
A true copy.
Attest:—Roy C. Hainbs.

3S
l!

,at#r.
Reg»8te

•
I'AlTbK NOTICE.
Admitted assets,
$7,195,695 2
LIABILITIES DEC 81, 1918.
aving contracted with the city
tn
to
Net unpaid losses,
worth
support and care for
§ 406,788 0(
begjD.
five year
of
Unearned premiums,
3,358,001 97 [ tnay need assistance during
are legal‘ re*A
All other liabilities,
Jan.
and
1,
1916,
ning
8
the®
I
191,009
tru*u»»
I
Cash capital, deposit,
forbid
all
Ellsworth,
persons of *
>B<1
200,000 Oi
on my acccunt, as there is plenty
tfty
Surplus over all liabilities.
8,039 895 V
.accommodations to care for
AaTBOa B. Mitcb*^
Total liabilities and surplus,
Farmhouae.
$7,195,695 27

H

_

I

themJy-rHaU-

$hbrTti*in.tnt«,

free lunch In the saloons which Brosul
nnd his cohorts fnvored as meeting
places. Trailing him to his possible
den of refuge, I was completely bnffled. Tfrosul made turns nnd windings
nnd fnlse lends that threw me completely off the trail; but the fourth
night I landed him, nnd the next afternoon I prepared to find out why he
had chosen a top room in nn old, halfoccupied factory building as his place
of shelter.
I had managed to find a hiding place
under a dark stairway covert and
planted myself there. At one end oi
a
side corridor was a sink.
Brosul
came out to get some water in n tin
pall. As he was out of view for the
space of hnlf n minute I gilded to the
hnlf-open door of his room. The one
I entered was where he ate and slept.
Beyond It, guarded by a heavy steel
door, just now njnr, was a small den
of a place, with no ventilation except
n small 12 by 12 window from which
the sash was missing. There was some
loft coal, n hatchet and some kindlingwood In a corner.
The room partook of the construction of a Vault," In n measure. I believed that upon his person or secreted
In his den this man had documents,
plans, some evidence that would In-

WHEN YOU SUFFER
from rmedmaitsm
will tell you
Liniment
Sloan’s
that
means relief

almost any

man

man haa used
ccr practically every
from rneumat.c
l, who has suffered
soreness of muscles, stiffness of
the results of weather exposure.

■ants’,

hundreds of
Women, too, by the

relieving neuritis,
sick headache.
me backs, neuralgia,
economical,
soothing,
ran refreshing,
Lintmiickl’v effective. Say “Sloan’s
to your druggist. Get it today.
it for

use

ttousands,

criminate him and his fellow plotters,
and be of value and assistance to the
government. I dodged behind a curtain that screened a cot where Brosul
evidently slept. From there 1 watched
him.
Brosul did some puzzling nnd Interesting things. He picked from a tuble
a tiny bow made of thin whalebone and
strung with a strand of fine wire. I
saw him put himself in range of the
little window. He lifted out its sash.
About fifteen feet across a narrow
court was a high warehouse. One of
the windows on the top floor was open
for ventilation. Beyond it some bales
showed.
Abruptly the truth flashed
upon my mind. The building opposite,
I recalled distinctly, was a storage
house for government hospital supr

“Group 31” ji
-i

I

a.
*

a
Ji

Bl

¥:J

11

By Josephine Eleanor Andcricn *:ii

(Copyright. 1U7, Western Newspaper Union.)
Group 31 was apportioned to me
my special charge, and 1 saw the
oth.T man In the otlico regard me as if
1 possessed a new sense of Importance,
Interest, pity—1 knew not which—ns
I was handed an envelope containing
detailed instructions.
You must know that the Juncture
had arrived in the affairs of the government when excise, smuggling, counterfeiting ever were relegated to the
Treason
rear for the time
being.
seemed to snap In the air at every
turn; the public never knew of the
tons of seditious literature suppressed
and destroyed, of the marked men
warned to get out. who got out. of the
hidden armaments
and
explosives
traced down, and of what secret work
was
ally doing to undermine the
home Integrity of the loyal ones.
1 had Joined the secret service because abruptly the whim, prejudice or
perversity of Anson McUelgh had
thrown me squarely upon my own resources.
Briefly, I hud fallen In love
with Edna Warron, “only a stenographer." Uncle Anson referred to the
fact Just once. "Drop the girl, or me."
“I shall marry Miss Warren some
day,” I told him firmly. As firmly he
ordered me never t>o darken his dooras

way again.
1 fancy Uncle Anson did not miss
tue much.
The great foundry plant he
owned hnd been turned to an immense
profit In making munitions, and he
was a hide-hound money-grabber.
It
was new business to me, ami at the
start the pay was that of a novice.
As, however, I was graduated Into
lucre Important work
than running
diorn mi il complaints, I became Interred In iny task. For over a month
I hnd been attending secret meetings
ot certain clubs where It wvis suspected (he
sympathies of the crowd were
with enemies to the country.

Just outside the little window
I
giant electric feed cable.
renrhed out with the keen-edged hatchIt sputet and gave It a mighty cut.
ter'd, shocked me but half parted.
Within fifteen minutes, as I calculated a repair crew located the break.
One of them was suspended from the

kea,.

During

nourishment to hasten restoration of strength and vim.
There is no better time to
utilize the peculiar nutrient
qualities of

8

in.'

w!trnf,pect,ve

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

y°UT

?IT' Yery

*lih,od’

Being a rich food and tonic, it
quicldy aids in the restoration
the depleted vitality
and improves the bloodquality. Snort's builds
up the body by Nature’s
best medium—nourishment.
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Seatt a Sawoe, Bloonilitli M. ]■

English

Greatest Number of Killed or
Were Women and

Injured

Rundown People
Yinol is What You Need

and Glycerophosphates.
We guarantee there is no tonic equal to Vinol.
HERE IS PROOF

Manganese Peptonates

An official summary of the casualties
caused by Gernyin airships, airplanes
and bombardments from the sen shows
these casualties among civilians:

Detroit, Mich.
I got into a weak, run-down condition, no appetite, tired all the time
end headaches
but had to keep
around and do my housework. I read
—

about Vinol and tried it—within two
weeks I commenced to improve, and
Cow have a splendid appetite and feel
stronger and better in everyway.”—
Mrs. John F. Watson.

772 children.
Throe hundred and ten soldlels and
sailors were killed and 551 were in-

jured.
There were 51 raids by airships
causing the death of 498 civilians and
the injury of 1,236 and the killing of
58 soldiers and sailors and the Injuring
of 121.
In 59 nirpiane raids 619 civilians
were killed and 1,650 were Injured. In

The mnn paled. He was a desperate
man, but true blue to his group.
I noticed him fumble in his coat and
then quickly pass his hnnd across his
month.
The incident had no significance to me at the time, hut we soon
knew that to evade giving away his
secrets he had taken an Instantaneously fatal dose of poison.
“All ready?" spoke Durkea, making
a pass at Brosul, and then paused.
“He's beat us I”
He had. The man sat facing us with
staring eyes was stone dead, the engulfing shadow of a defiant smile on
his face.
One of the four places to be blown
up was my uncle’s munition plant.
We arrested the others In time to prevent the plot. My uncle learned of my
share in the case, and there was a reconciliation.
Edna, my finncee, became my' wife,
and the restored Indulgence of my
uncle enabled us to begin married life
with both Income and a home of our

these raids 238 soldiers and sailors
killed and 400 injured.
Tn 12 bombardments from the sea
113 civilians were killed and 604
wounded, while 14 soldiers and sailors
were killed and 30 injured.
were

The greatest losses Inflicted by Zeppelins were in raids on Norfolk, Suffolk and the home counties of London
on October 13, 1915, when 54 civilians
and 17 soldiers and sailors were killed,
and in West Suffolk and the midland
counties on January 31, 1916, when 70
civilians were killed and 112 injured.
The raid on Lincolnshire, Essex and
Suffolk on March 31 of the same year
caused the death of 17 civilians and 31
soldiers and sailors.
The most serious nirpiane raid was
that of Margate, Essex and London on
June 13, 1917, when 158 civilians and
4 sailors and soldiers were killed.
The only bombardment from the sea
In which there were heavy casualties
was that on Hartlepool, Scarborough
and Whitby on December 16, 1914,
when 127 civilians and 10 soldiers and
sailors were killed and 567 civilians
and 25 soldiers and sailors were In-

own.

jured.
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FROM COAST TO COAST

the surfnce of the carpet are wound
a large cylinder, nttnched to which
are troughs of color which come In
contact automatically with the yarn
and print It according to the succession of colors Indicated In the design.
The skeins are taken from the cylinder. showing crosswise streaks of varied color, and are carried to the steam
chest to have the dye set. When the
carpet is woven, the pattern is complete, hot has a less distinct outline
than the real Brussels.

A

good friend stands by you when in
Ellsworth tell

how Doan’s

Kidney

Pills have stood the test. E J Clark of
17 Union SC, Ellsworth, endorsed Doan’s
seven years ago and again confirms tbe
story. Could you ask for more convincing testimony?
“Some years ago 1 was troubled with
4

kidney complaint” »ays Mr. Clark. I had
shooting pains across the small of
my back. The kidney secretions were
unnatural and irregular in passage. I
started to use DoriPh Kidney Pills and
I could see I was receiving great relief.
severe

1 have since bad return attacks and have
used Doan’s Kidney Pills with very good

results.”

(Statement

given

August 7,

1911.)
On

December 4, 1910, Mr

Clark said:

“1 have had no trouble with my kidneys
since 1 recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills
before. 1 have unlimited faith ia this
medicine and endorse it

a«ain.”

Price 60c at all deilers. Don’t simply
a kidney remedy —get Doan’s KidMr. Clark
tbe same tbat
ney Pills

ask for
bad.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Alii burn

Co.,

Alfgrs.

IMJIIUI U'JUB,

WDSK

there

in

been cared for by her sisters, Mrs.
Johns and Mrs. Herman P.Tapley.
Mrs. Farnham was the daughter of the
late Capt. Augustus and Clara C. Condon,

COUNTY NEWS

had

Burton

NORTH EAST H A RBOR.

and had lived here ail her life.

Robert Lindsay Bmallidge, U.
S. N., has returned to his ship, after a few
days with his mother, Mis. S. Louise
Seaman

Sunday

week.

He

is the

son

terms

Smith; recently

V. R.

of Rev.

He

accompanied
the children,

was

Mrs. Smith and

from

a

a

The

branch

in a

by

home

home for several

days.

Since

recently
discharge.

honorable
The

He

residents

received

Northeast

of

Tomson.
BLUEHILL.
Johnson

was chooping in
week, when a stick struck
he has left eye, destroying the sight.
W. E. Stover, ;BluebilPs efficient
Camp

from overseas, several months ago,
been at Camp Custer, Mich., and at

Meade, Md.

body.

Lemuel

woods last

bis arrival

home for many years. One of his
sons, Whitney, wths killed in action iast
fall. Mr. Dickey will be greatly missed

j
|

The pumps in the shaft
mantled and
removed.

i

reason

here, not only by the summer colony, but
bj the permanent residents.

j

office to have at least twenty names
their petitions, and petitions must be
before the town

meeting.
1919.

MEMO RIAL

RE£OLUTJO]S'8

Whereas, The angel of death has again
entered Astieou Rebekah lodge. No. 114,
I. O. O. F., and removed our eettemed
sister, Lela McKenney, be it
Resolved, That by the death of Sister
McKenney, our lodge has lost an honored
member and a true friend.
Resolved^ That the charter he draped
in mourning for thirty days, that these
resolutions be spread upon our records,
a copy sent to the bereaved rel8ttve», and
that they be printed in the local papers.

his

tax

son

-*

STOP CARS TO BAG RABBITS
Motormen on Electric Line in Missouri
Pot Bunnies From Front
Vestibule.
St. Louis, Mo.—Motormen on the
Clayton Log Cabin line are having lots
of fun these nights potting rabbits
from the front vestibule of their cars.
Besides cutting down butcher bills they
are
becoming expert revolver shots
and, incidentally, are rapidly wiping
out the rabbit population along the
right of way.
Patrons of the Log Cabin line (who
remark that its service is in keeping
with its name) tell how the car comes
to a Jerky standstill, the motorman
alms a revolver, there is a loud report and the trolley pilot jumps from
the car, dushes down the right of
way and comes buck with a tine fat

of

copper.
officers of Keewayden lodge, K. of
P
were installed Feb. 11, by D. G. C. H.
L. Crabtree of Ellsworth, assisted by D.G.
P. E. C. Osgood and D. G. M. at A.
Charles Leland. Roy C. Haines of EllsThe

worth gave an entertaining lecture on
the war, illustrated by pictures brought
from France.

Deep regret is felt throughout the community at the death of Mrs. Nathaniel
Bowden, which occurred Feb. 12, after
an illness of only three days.
Mrs. Bowden was seventy-nine years of age, and a
life-long resident of Bluehill. She is surby her husband and four sons—
Frank of Portland, Irving and Charles of
Bluehill and Harry of Brockton, Mass.,
and one daughter, Mrs. Edward Sanborn,
of Penobscot.

vived

S.

Feb. 17.
NORTH

BROOKS VILLE.

Stover has

gone to

Oakland to

of Mr. and Mrs. Alden

There will be

an

entertainment and sale

Feb. 22.

at Goodell’s hall
dangerously ill of pneumonia.
Hannah Perkins is visiting her son,
afternoon
a
food
sale
was
held
Thursday
j
at the library, realizing a tidy sum for the Bentley Grindle, at Walker’s Corner.
j
James Green celebrated his eightypurchase of books.
eighth birthday Feb. 16. Mr. Green holds
Allen Wails, who has been
overseas

nearly

a

year, has received

an

honorable

discharge and bas reached home, receiving a warm greeting.
Sheriff Wescott Friday arrested Ernest
and Everett Norwood for the larceny of
f250 from William Hamblen. The boys
confessed their guilt.
Jesse Carpenter, in the merchant marine
service, is at home on two weeks’ furlough. His brother Richmond, in the 76th
division, A. E. F., hopes to reach home in
March or April.
The friends of J. J. Lawton, wife and
daughter Victorine, of Watertown, Mass.,
will deeply sympathize with them yi the
recent death of their son Jack, a bright,
ambitious boy of seventeen years.

Gilley

and wife, who have been in
months, returned home Saturday. They are expecting their son HarMont

Portland two
who

has been (with the A. E. F. in
France, to|come across with the next contingent of troops.
Feb. 17.
Spray.
vey,

the gold-headed

her

Walter Orr of North Sullivan, who has
been overseas, was here last week.
setts

w

here he has had

employment.

Lawrence Joy is visiting Capt. Elisha
Bickford and wife at Winter Harbor.
Lawrence Joy arrived home from
seas

Saturday.

A

reception

him at the grange hall in the
Mrs.

Lula

Hanson

gave
home of Mrs.

evening.
Feb. 17.

daughter,

Feb.

Mrs.

was

over-

given

evening.

Spurling and Miss Donna
a
birthday party at the
Gjeorge Stanley, Thursday
Eittah.

WEST BROOKSVU.LE.
U<1« Jean, wile of Ivan C.
Fornbam,
died in Bangor Feb. 12, at the
of
age

thirty-five years. She went to Bangor
last October for medical
treatment, and

Lyman Curtis.

17/__

C.

PRETTY MARSH.

Edgar

N. Walls and wife of Otter Creek
been spending a few days here.
Miss Adelaide Smallidge has gone to
Bangor to attend the Sba* business
college.
have

Nathan Smallidge and Madison Davis
Bartlett’s Island spent a few days recently in Bangor.
Feb. 17,
G.

of

---

PENOBSCOT.

yirvibfi: Littlefield of P'orifana
town

was

last Week.

in

Miss Jecnette Sellers is
spending two
weeks in Bangor and Brewer.
There will he

chapter
at

Mrs. Ida Fernald, who has been quite
ill, is improving.

cane.

Mrs. Abbie Nichols has gone to Bluebill
to spend the remainder of the winter with

7.30.

a
meeting of Penobscot
Friday evening, Feb. 21.
newly-elected officers are

O. E. S.
The

especially urged

GOULDS BORO.

Elisba \oung is home from Massachu-

bunny.

j _--

principal

the closing of the plant is believed to be the sudden drop in the price

Mace is

MaJ. Albert D. Smith, in command of
the squadron of four army airplanes
which arrived at Hnzelhurst field, Mineola, L. I., after a transcontinental
flight from San Diego, Cal. The purpose of the flight was to map out an
aerial mail route. The planes flew 4,200 miles, making 21 stops en route.
Tlie actual flying time was 33 hours, an
average of 80 miles per hour.

been dis-

The

for

Grace

The youngest

have

teach.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

failed to avert a divorce suit
filed here by Mrs. Elsie Kuntz,
their mother. She complains that
the children’s father neglected
her and ilie twins and was cruel.

the

collector, has settled with the town for
the full commitment of $25,157.99,
This
is the second successive year that Mr.
Stover has collected the taxes in full.

his

Harbor

Feb. 17.

Cleveland, O.—Children usually hold the home together, it is
said. But three pulrs of twins,
now aged ten and seven years
and three months, respectively,

of

Kebekah

Feb. 10.

spent several'weeks in Dexter.
Lieut. William Reynolds has been at

da vs

Bring Happiness

had

Grand

Noble

who have

in the hands of the town clerk at least six

Didn’t

She

church.
as

flowers were many and beautiful.
Rebekahs of Cecilia lodge attended

The
returned

Dexter, where be has

visit to
store.

on

Three Pairs of Twins

a

lodge. She had many
friends. Besides her husband, she leaves
one daughter, Arlene, the two sisters in
Bangor, another sister, Mrs. Hollie Lyma.id
a
burner of North
Brooksville,
brother, Dr. George S. Hagerthy of EllsCecilia

station furnished music.

for

———

was

Joseph R. Norwood, a former rector of
St. Mary’s-by-the-Sea.
Thursday night a successful Valentine
ball was held at tlie Neighborhood house, worth. Her mother died two months
ago.
under the auspices of the junior Red
The funeml was held at the home here
Cross.
The jazz band from the radio
Sunday, Rev. John Carson officiating.

necessary in order to elect a man to a town
office. It will be necessary for candidates

—-

She

active worker in

on

and

school

served two

Maitland Norwood of Eastport visited
here last

teacher, and

former

Smallidge.

ballot system will be
used at annual town meeting. This is
good news to the voters, as under the old
method, two or^ more ballots were often

*—

U1CU,

remedy like Vino!.

CHARLES E ALEXANDER, Druggist, and Druggists Everywhere

The Australian

I—

UVCrtVUIKCU

WOU1BH,

no

|

Discouraging Appreciation.

need.

BUKUIIV

UC*

people and delicate children,

summer

on

FRIEND™

old

deeply rfcgret the recent death of Charles
All work at the copper mines was susD. Dickey at New York.
Mr. Dickey and
family had made Northeast Harbor their pended Friday for ;an indefinite period.

on

A GOOD

Texarkana, Texas.
"I keep house and I was weak, rundown and nervous, back ached a good
deal of the time, so it was hard to
take care of my chickens and do my
work—Vinol has restored my strength,
end my nervousness has gone, so
I can do my work as well as ever.
Every run-down woman should taka
Vinol.”—Mrs. Emma Britt.

"

Killed, 554 men, 411 women and 295
children.
Injured, 1,508 men, 1,210 women and

OGDENSBURG, N. V.

The Woolsack.
The woolsack Is the big red bag.
without back or arms, ou which the
lord chancellor sits when presiding
over the deliberations of the house oi
lords. Its origin is curious. An act
was passed in Elizabeth's reign prohibiting the exportation of wool, and to
keep this source of national wealth in
their lordships' minds the kindergarten
notion of making them sit on wool bags
was tried.
Nowadays, when a new
chancellar is appointed he is said to
be appointed to the woolsuck and to sit
on the woolsack.

men

nervous

—

London.—In raids on the United
Kingdom by the Germans during the
war 5,511 persons were killed or Injured, of whom 4,750 were civilians.

50c. a box,6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of
price, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,

The mayor of the town had been
asked to assist in the annual entertainment given to the inmates of the
parish workhouse. He consented with
great complaisance, and went made tip
as Mephlsto.
For a time his antics
and pranks were the delight of the
company. A scrap of conversation he
chanced to hear, however, put a damper on his enjoyment. “Ain’t he enjoyin’ of hlsself?” remarked one old
man to another.
“Wut a treat It is
for the likes of he!
But why can’t
they let all the loonies out on a night
like this?" “Well,” replied the other,
“inebbe they ain’t all so harmless as
this’n!"—Yorkshire Post.

and

women need
Vinol because it contains the most famous reconstructive tonics in an agreeable and easily digested
form:
Beef and Cod Liver Peptones, Iron and

Children.

112 Coburg St., St. John.
"I feel I must tell you of the great
benefit I have received from your
wonderful medicine, ‘Fruit-a-tives’.
I have been a sufferer for many
years from Violent Headaches, and
could get no permanent relief.
A friend advised me to take ‘Fruita-tives’ and I did so with great
success ; and now I am entirely free
of Headaches, thanks to your
splendid medicine”.
MRS. ALEXANDER SHAW,

Making Tapestry Brussels.
Tapestry Brussels carpet Is a poor
Imitation of the real Brussels. Many
colors are used in it. The design is
made first on squared paper, the
scheme of color in each pick of the
pattern Is studied out, and the successlon of It sent to the printer.
The
skeins of yam to he used for the loops

Huns Get 5,511 Victims in
Towns.

Weak, run-down

Until SheTried"Fruit-a-tives”
(or Fruit Liver Tablets)

Convalescence

the aftermath of acute
disease, when physical
strength is at low ebb, the body
needs particular, effective

TOLD OF AIR RAIDS

COM NOT STOP
THE HEADACHES

aobeviiscmnitsb

“ail

* 1 Can PVPr finf1
enough
him to warrant an
arrest,” I
far he has been the
e'ickest of the crowd.”
f°r “ typlcal
representaf thp
down-and-out man. and ate

libber UBtment*.

Stitcmaenuine

i'

rlTaVP

a

roof.
Reach this room
“Call the police.
at once,” I ordered.
“Did you cut tliut cable?" demanded
the repairer.
“Yes.”
“I'retty risky business, fooling with
the public service,” he growled.
“Worse for you. If y*ra don't act as
I tell yon for the government service.”
In an hour my prisoner was at headquarters. He never spoke or winced
until confronted by Durkea.
“Well, Rrosul, shall we try some of
the old hypnotic stuff?” queried Dur-

Brosul,” observed
'f you nuP him. see to It
to interview him."
“Ti
oy aay redhot pincers cannot In",V blm
f°
one Incriminating word," I ,,aid.
“i’ll make him
speak. Once,” and
Io"k came into Durt.
.s pyPS’ I W’ns a traveling mounte"‘Se feUows would call it.
Nof r'°’
made a specialty of
hvpno“ when
Public exhibitions of such
;
well. then. Of all subiect,
,ho one most
impressible
wb«
as this
Brosul. If lt comes to what
Bht teU' land b!m
here- wiu
your
thnt

headquarters speedily.
Finally an idea of calling aid struck

was

Group 31. Their leader was a man
named Brosul.
He had been an ex1^‘rt blast furnace worker and was not
a
dttaen, and for over a year had
RPt'iit must of his time In saloons frequented by a low-down foreign ele®ent- Opening my Instructions. I
found n number and knew that there
"as some record of him
I was to consuit at the identification bureau.
An odd character had
charge of that
department, an old man named Dur■*>a.
He was absorbed in his work
coin
morning until night, and was
amed as one
of tbe best-posted men
n
s line.
As I gave him my instrucn
n”tnher, his hand moved as If me
"
"
,h* direction of one box
«ng the thousands
In a cabinet covring one whole side of th<, room. He
W PUt a
plctllre and handed it to
tS bapk "'*s
written in ink
th
he crimluai
record of the man_burgiary. arson,
manslaughter.

„,j'lbea Pa'

Drop it' i oruerea, mu tne
had left the bow. However, my Interference had disturbed the delivery.
The Inflammable arrowhead struck the
window sill, spluttered and fell to the
There was a straggle.
court below.
It was well that Ilrosul was smaller
than I.
He made a desperate resistance, discerned that I would finally
overpower him In the melee, kicked
shut the Iron door, seized the key,
threw It out through the window, and.
ns I bound him hand and foot, viewed
me savagely, but with a sort of specious triumph.
I saw then I would find It absolutely
Impossible to get out of that room unaided. for the Iron door was set solid
and he counted on my being unable to
escape until some of his expected confreres arrived. That might be at any
moment. In going about the room 1
discovered a written sheet holding four
addresses. They were the warehouse
next door and three plnnts making munitions. These were evidently doomed
I snw the Importance of
structures.
getting this Information and my man
arrow

me.

different “groups” In as many
locations should be placed under strict
surveillance. I knew someth lag about

you

Brosul fitted a headless piece
metal to the bow. He aimed it across
the court. It went through the open
sash. It was only a test. He picked
This one had a
up another arrow.
great mass of black sulphur attached
I snw the scheme in
to the head.
process. The second arrow, striking
the bales, would Ignite, and millions
of dollars' worth of government stores
would be destroyed.

to

twenty

•it!!

of

j

uiops naa mysteriously gone up
in flames, some barges blown up and
three large steel plants. There seemed
to be some
system to these doings of
the vandals. It was decided that some

|

plies,

2Uft(rt!ecmuHB.

to

^_

be present for practice*.

_WOODLOCKE.

y.3fami8mttT.ta

SORE THROAT
Colds, Coughs, Croup

aud Catarrh Relieved iu Two 31inutes

Is your throat sore?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you catarrh?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cough?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cold?
Breathe Hyomei.

throat anV’uDg ir//// Tt^Mc/ifofooma'n'
inhaler tnr.l conus with each
uutht
A compete outht cost, but
tittle at druK“00 tit
A.eiunUer's Phur«Bd
Hyomei is guaranteed t.> banish ca“9
““S1*"' cot!
Sure ib oat and
or money back
Hvomei inlifetime U’<1 emu b uttes of
t
Hiomei cuu be obtained f oiu
druggists.
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ALADDIN’S LAMP OUTDONE

WEARY OF ROUTINE
ATTENTION
GIVE
IjHOW IT HAPPENEDj Eternal Protest Against SameThings.
TO IMPLEMENTS
By RUBY

=

r"

H.

MARTYN.

STUPIDITY

f5

By IMES

IFORlg

MACDONALD.

ness of

Overhaul Iron Boxes in Hubs of
Wheels of Plows. Rakes and
Similar Tools.

NEW ONE EASILY INSERTED
Where Axles Are Badly Worn on Under Side They May Be Reversed—
Put Machines Under Cover to
Protect From Weather.

(Copyright, 1*1*. by McClure Newspaper
Syndicate.)
rloud had hung over Lloyd Kenson’s going.
The kind shut their lips
when his drafting and futile claims to
exemption were mentioned; the unkind
Danburyites whispered “slacker” when
the fearful neighbor went his way to
the training camp. Jauie Cushman, being of the kind In a company of the
unkindly, denounced the group hotly
for their attitude for no reason but her
And It was quite
own sense of Justice.
by the accidental irony of fate that
stockings bearing her card were sent
A

to him.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The high cost of farm machinery undoubtedly has resulted In the carrying
over of a large amount of old equipWith the
ment for use next spring.
fall work out of the way, attention
should be given to the repair of all this

“New Lamps for old I
old!"

new

lamps for

drawers,

That isn’t exactly what the Longwood Unit for War Relief work in
Brookline is calling, but it does take
odds
all
manner
and
ends
of
of things, pass magic hands over
them, and presently from these heaps
of
seemingly worthless materials
emerge neat piles of most attractive
garments, warm for winter, cool for
cummer, and a delight at ail times to
the eye.
Can you not see some tiny Marie
skipping down the streets ol a French
Tillage slowly rising from its ruins,
cunningest

of

dresses,—a full black skirt

with

wearing

the

little

pretty
red flowers dotted over it, a red and
black velveteen eton jacket and bonnet, red ribbons on her flaxen braids
and a neatly hemmed handkerchief in
her tiny pocket?
Underneath are little petticoats, waists and drawers as
neat and warm as your own child
would

scraps from men's running
obtained from a sporting
goods house; that a certain pretty
coat and bonnet was once a portiere
and that the same portiere’s interlining is now turned into half a dozen
small coats and hoods; that this cunning little dress was once a shirt on
the back of a Boston banner. An old
bathing suit made into a dress is the
joy of an Italian lass. Old bed ticks
have been turned into bloomers, rompers and overalls for small boys.
By
the time this reaches your eye these
overalls
same
may be actually doing
service on a tiny French boy as he
helps his parents clear away the debris of their former home that they
may build a new one, for the garments
are sent out as soon as made.
The service has grown until there
are now eighty-five branches in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Moreover the work has been given official
recognition by the War Savings Committee of New England as one of the
finest examples of real thrift of which
they know, and it has been made the
basis for a salvage department of the
committee with Mr3. H
Parker Whittington, the originator of the Longwood Unit, as director. Not only
will the garment making be encouraged. but the department is putting
Into action a plan whereby Junk men
will give Thrift and War Savings
Stamps in exchange for the waste ma:erlal that accumulates or Is thrown
iway In the majority of households.
came irom

wear.

You

would never guess that this
bright velveteen came from a shoe
factory all glued for “Juliets” and
then discarded; that it was reclaimed
by the Unit, laundered to dispose of i
the glue, and then made into coats
and bonnets; that some of the underwear was once the backing of that I
came velveteen, that some had done !
service for bigger folk and been cut
down; that part were made from mill
ends of woven underwear, and & part I

THRIFT STAMPS AS

VALENTINES,

A THRIFTY

tc

the iron boxes in the hubs In the iron
wheels of plows, planters, cultivators,
hay rakes and similar tools. These
boxes are replaceable and can easily
be removed by unscrewing the large
nut on the outside of the wheel that
holds these boxes In place. When this
nut Is removed a few taps of the hammer will usually drive the box out of
the hub and a new one can easily be
Inserted. These boxes are numbered
so that it is not a difficult matter to
obtain duplicates from the local Implement dealer. However, It may be necessary to order these from supply
houses in distant cities, and it Is advisable to attend to this matter at
once, so that the new boxes can be put
in the wheel before the tools are needed for next spring’s work.
Repairing Axles.
If the axles ore badly worn on the
under side, sometimes they can he reversed and turned npslde down, or
they can be replaced with new axles.
Where this Is impossible, they can
oftentimes be repaired by using Babbitt metal.
After the implement has been thoroughly overhauled and repaired, It
should he given a good coat of paint.
If the old paint is gone or badly worn,
It is advisable to apply a coat of linseed oil with a small amount of paint
as the first coat over the woodwork.
After this Is thoroughly dried, a second coat can he applied over the entire
machine. Mold boards and shares of

QUARTETTE

Eleven days of February, the 12th to
That St. Valentine's Day is approachhe 22nd Inclusive, offer unique oppor- i
lng is indicated by displays in the win- 1 unity for special appeals to the loy- !
dows of the stationers of cards and : lty, consecration and real.—all the
various trifles bearing vivid crimson ( lualities Inherent in the finest type of 1
t —its and other appropriate cfnblems. 1 latriotism of the American people,—
j
The character of the day, however, .nd also to the tenderer sentiments
has considerably changed, and an in- vhich give charm to everyday living. :
quirer was surprised when told re- Che mere mention of the birthdays of
cently that the exchange of valentines •Vasbington and Lincoln carries an inis now oftener between women or perentive to patriotic fervor and all of its
sons who delight to send occasional
:omponent characteristics, and timefriendly greetings, than between sweet- 1 mnored St. Valentine's Day arousss
hearts or would-be lovers. The more
he more delicate emotion* of the hit
sentimental sort are especially in- nan heart. This is a wonderful
galaxy
tended for children, and some charm- if occasions for the display of sent!*
ing things are shown. The hearts and nent; but these-are practical days,
arrow's and Cupids still adorn then
ind to omit a suggestion of the now
but many are also of military charac- ril-important thrift would
imply a deter, with soldiers In khaki, sailors in plorable lack of up-to-dateness.
blue, tiny Red Cross nurses, and even
Even in the domain of frugality, how
guns, tents and other paraphernalia of
;ver. Washington and Lincoln serve as
war.
'onspicuous examples to posterity, for
Next to St. Nicholas, St. Valentine li “aeh in his way was a
shining exa patron saint of children.
The ad
emplar of what economy of resources
vent of the postman on the 14th of
stand
for. The Father of his
may
February is hailed with squeals of de- Country was one of the wealthiest men
light, and the secrecy which shrouds if his time, yet in a larger wmy there
the personality of the senders of the s no greater example of thrift than I
valentines adds a fascinating touch of
hat of General Washington himself
mystery.
luring the war for independence, and i
Most of the pretty missives come lis thrift was of time and
opportunity
from grown-ups, from the sisters and is well as of
money. His care of his
cousins and aunts who grasp every op- soldiers and conservation of his
supportunity to contribute to the happi- plies brought victory from what at
nes of their small‘'relatives,—and
imes seemed inevitable defeat
any
thing original for the purpose is
Abraham Lincoln came from a home
eagerly sought. Thrift is the watch- where the utmost thrift was
necessary
word of the hour, and why should not for bare
existence. Thrift was inthe valentine be used to emphasize its
trained in every incident of his early
importance? Why not utilize the new 1 life- He would willingly endure
any
Issue
of Thrift and War Savings privation for the
purchase of a book
Stamps? Attached to a pretty valen- trom which he could absorb the educatine, especially one of patriotic char- tion he craved, which
was thrift of the
acter, a little green Thrift Stamp best sort.
Saving in itself is never so
would be prized by the recipient for its
wholly commendable as when it is
intrinsic worth, and would also convey practised for
the purpose of making
several Important suggestions, such as
possible the best things in life.
economy, patriotism and helpfulness.
This year good old St. Val., patron
I saint of lovers and children, seises the
novel opportunity for exploitation
WISE SPENDING.
by
attaching to his tender missives tiny
Are you a wise spender? Wise Thrift Stamps or their
more valuable
■pending Is regarded as a highly Im- b » brothers. War Savings Stamps
But when all is said, for an
portant preliminary to thrift by the U.
example
S. Treasury. As pari of its campaign of thrift combined with
affection our
for promoting popular savings through thought reverts to the love
story of
Thrift and War Savings Stamps dur- benjamin and Deborah Franklin.
It
it
has
ing 19X9,
issued through its is true they were not born within the
Savings Division the following defini- mystic circle of dates included in the
tion of wise spending, which merits eleven days mentioned, but the arthe thoughtful attention of every fam- i rival of the Father of Thrift was but
ily and every individual who would get j a lew days in advance. He saved that
ahead in life:
he might enjoy the real things of life,
"Wise spending implies the balanc-! and when the infant American Republng of all needs and of all means of ! lic needed his aid. he gave not only his
meeting these needs and, after balanc-! own private fortune, won by thrift,
lng needs against means, spending in but almost by his personal security
such a way as to meet the most urg- | alone obtained loan after loan for the
eat needs, even if lesser ones have nev gu.ereiueut
to be left unsatisfied; in essence it
In the celebration of the birthday
means a sort of budget
making. When festivals of the two great men whom
a family, city or state makes a
budget, all Americans revere, and the annual
what it does essentially is to take a tribute to the legendary patron of
comprehensive view of both needs and J lovers old and new, it is not unfitting
to Include a
income.
thought of Benjamin
“Perhaps the most important and Franklin and—War Savings Stamps.
difficult problem in connection with
wise spending (or saving) is to realDon't save to support future idleize the relative importance of future ness, but to live
well now and in the
pa compared with present needs.''
future.
----

equipment.
Inspect Iron Boxes.
Special attention should be given

Implements Should Not Be Left in
Field Where They Were Last Used.
plows, the steel teeth

or sweeps of cultivators, should be smeared with cup
grease or wagon grease so as to prevent their rusting. Put the implements
under cover, where they will be protected from the weather. Oftentimes
the implement can be taken apart or
the wheels removed to economize space
for storage.

UNITE IN THRESHING GRAIN
Splendid Example of Efficient Co-Operation Is Reported From Connecticut Community.
(Prepared by the United States Department ot Agriculture.)
The farm bureau In Columbia county. Connecticut, discovered through its
agricultural survey last March that the
spring planting of small grains would
be greater than nsual. but it was found
also that the town of Columbia owned
no threshing machine.
At a meeting
of farmers called by the county agent
a

committee

appointed to induce,
man to buy a threshing

was

if possible, a
machine and do the work. A man was
found. He bought a new machine and
declared himself ready to begin. The
farmers agreed to let him thresh all
their grain at 7 cents a bushel, the
farmers furnishing power.
The machine followed an itinerary mapped
out by the farmers’ committee, instead
of visiting furms at random, as has
been the custom in that state. Grain
was threshed much more quickly and
at a cost much less than heretofore.
This plan is thought to be a good example of efficient co-operation.

REPAIR OF MOWING MACHINES
Many Still Capable of Doing Several
Years of Useful Work if Given

Overhauling.
(From the United States Department ot
Agriculture.)
Undoubtedly many mowing machines have been or are about to be
scrapped, though still capable of doing several years of nsefnl work if
only a small percentage of their original cost were expended upon them
for repairs.
The proper time for
overhauling these machines Is during
their period of inactivity and before
the rush of spring work.

Janie would never have known about
the stockings but for the letter from
Lloyd which thanked her for them, a
letter with longing for Danbury news
glaring between the lines of gratitude.
“That ends right here,” said Janie
to the letter sheet burning on the em“If that stoopbers of her open fire.
shouldered, blue-banded clerk thinks
I’m going to write back he’s got another guess coming.”
But the longing between the lines
did haunt her. Janie tyo was lonely,
for she seemed to herself the only
person in all Danbury without kin of
blood or love away at the fight. In the
hie white homestead she knitted and
knitted, but ail the socks and sweaters
were for no one in particular.
And so Janie Cushman compromised
with her determination by sending
Lloyd a store-prepared box of food,
and answered his thanks with n stiff,
prim note and a box of home-made
cookies.
From that was born a more
kindly letter and a parcel of local paper*. And by that time she was launch
ed on the sea of kindness with her
hands clasped over the personal possession of a friend in active service.
When letters from the camps were
talked of Janie held her pence about
Lloyd; when picture post cards from
the boys were passed in company she
had a happy thought remembering
those in her desk at home: when knitting was talked of she bent lower over
the khaki sweater she was fashioning
The sweater was nearly done when
word came that no more mall was to
h» sent to Lloyd at the camp where he
had been training. His regiment wn*
to move very soon. It was easy enough
to guess that move was the first step
toward the front.
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night’s mall!”
thought Janie, wistfully.
At first she thought to put the sweatBut In Janie
er by for later finishing.
there was the spirit of fighting In the
reailv

to

go

in

this

last ditch. The stuff that heroes are
made of was in her heart, and she determined the sweater should he ready
If a chance should happen for Lloyd to
get It. But a tear did fall on the khaki
yarn that Janie did not understand.
The night was warm for spring.
Across the field bnck of the big Cushhouse was a railroad embankman
ment.
A freight train rumbled slowly
A train going south stopped,
north.
silhouetted
with
Its
dark
outline
against the blur of lightness from a
distant city. Janie, watching idly from
her dark window, saw the flagman’s
red lantern bobbing back along the
track and a little group with flashlights hovered by the steaming engine
A song from the men’s throats floated
across the field:
we
'Where do
go from here.

boysT
Then she saw n tall shadow loom on
the grass plot below her open window.
“He’lo!” she hailed.
boldly.^^_^^
“Jan!”
“Lloyd ! Til come down.”
“How’d 1 get here? That’s my tr.»«n
The engine has a hot box and I can
ret hack as soon as the flagman when
he’s called In. 1 knew where we were.
I—I guess that hot box Is a sort of answer to my prayer because !
wanted
to thank yon by word of month for all
the things. The kindness they stand
for has helped me to get hold of my
courage.”
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and she thrust It Into his hands.
“It must be an answer to my prayer,
And your letting me do
too. Lloyd.
the things hns been a kindness, too!”
The moonlight was full on his face.
Janie could see his brown eyes were
clear and his skin bronzed; he looked
Inches taller and the clerky fear-stoop
was
The
gone from his shoulders.
hand that grasped the sweater had
Iron sinews and on his khaki sleeve
was a
corporal's chevron. It was as
If he had been transformed.
“You mean that?" he cried.
"Oh.
Jan. haven’t I got to make good some
more and wait to know yon love me?"
“Walt? I don’t think there Is need
of waiting for me to tell you that!"
she whispered.
Twice the engine whistle cut shrilly
through the night. Lloyd held Janie
close before he turned and hastened
back across the field. The red light of
the flagman signaled from the rear
and the train pulled slowly away. And
for a long while Janie stood as he had
left her. sad enough for the parting,
but glad, too. that she had helped
make manly the man she had learned
to love.
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of Man Who Died Rather Than
Submit to the Wearisome Commoninter*
placeness of Life Causes

Billy Warden aat on the vtr,..
rail half oblivious to the
chatter
company about him until Edna
their charming hostess, stood
W
him.
"Do come In and sing
somethin
Billy," she whispered. “1’ni afraid
evening's beginning to drag."
Warden arose dutifully and
loll,**
her into the house toward the
while she announced from the
do*.
“Come on everybody, Billy's
goiars
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esting Comment,
A newspaper Item reports the suicide of a man who declared that lie
was tired of everlastingly lacing his
slioes and then unlacing them again.
Petty enough the act appears in the
grist of the day's news, bnt the report
of it (be It fact or fiction) lingers in
the mind till against a larger background of time It begins to take on
significance, even to find a place beside immortal acts of legend and faHere was a
miliar attitudes of art.
man who found the master knot of his
Was he u
fate in his shoe lacings.
fool or a hero? Alexander has fame

,5
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sing."

And everybody trailed Into the i*
where Billy was already
running g^
the piano keys aimlessly.
“What’ll you have?” he asked
o*s
his shoulder to the gay

assembly

"Something sad—something inushy—
something frivolous?”
"Something frivolous!” was tfc

or

for an act which as a symbol might
have much the same significance, a
resolute Wow of the sword through
the Gordian knot, which disposes of
the difficulty without solving the problem. For himself the suicide had dismissed routine with n spnve gesture
and with superb finality, but he leaves
mankind in the attitude of 1-cocoon,
agonizingly entangled in shoe lacings,
tlie serpent routine, huge, insensate,
unrelaxlng. In its grip man writhes
To this
forever, hopeless of escape.
group the suicide waves a Jaunty farewell—“The best of luck to you,” he
says. "I'm out of it, anyway!"
Whatever our scorn for him, we
must admit that he voices unmistakably the eternal human protest against
routine; that it Is really only In the
suavity of his gesture and the supreme
finality of the rejection that he goes
beyond the rest of us. The feeling
that commanded his act is nearly the
most universal of human impulses.
We all rebel bitterly in the days when
heaven lies about us. and the later
shades of the prison house are nothing
more than
the creeping paralysis of
hopeless submission. Only those of ns
who have trodden the mill so long
that we are almost irreclaimahly subdued to what we work In prefer, in
such times as these when we have the
choice,
counters
to
ami
ledgers
trenches and barbed wire.
The lad
who with a whoop of Joy flings behind
him his columns of figures or vaults
the counter in his eagerness to rush
into poison gas and machine-gun fire,
though his gesture is one of bravery
rather than suavity. Is that of Alan
Kreck, rather than of Beau Brummel.
makes his rejection of routine no whit
less final than does the hero of the
And he is not the
newspaper Item.
one in a million who makes the National army.—Hobert P. Utter in Har-

ununimous requestSo Billy's Ungers strayed into a
;yv
copatlng melody as he threw back kii
blond head and sang In his
rolllckijj
baritone:
In a certain situation
Whils engaged In a flirtation.
When she asks you If forever
You will love her—
Don’t fall In consternation
For that maiden's approbation.
Nor make promise that you'll never
Iatve anotb"r.
By Judicious 1: pi: atlon
And a little
-cu ition.
Break It gent',
a d be clever—
Love ttie girl, iu not forever.
For forever is a
ng. long time’

little later after he had managed
break away from the piano. Edna
Barns caught him In the hall an 1 laced
him accusingly.
A

“A mnn of your talent ought to be
ashamed to have such a frivolous philosophy, Billy Warden." she said im-

patiently.
Billy was bland and his

eye wjj

in-

nocent.

“Since that heartless song of youta,
out In a dark
corner of the veranda weeping her
eyes out,” she chided.
“1 never made love to Emily Wayne
In my life I” he protested,
j “Ton make love to every woman you
meet—with your eyes, Billy,” she >ccused.
“I don't I” denied Billy rudely.
“Tot
"You do. too.” she Insisted.
even make love to me that wayyou're doing It now!”

Emily Wayne has been

Instant his serious glanc*
as she stood there looking
“This Is a grand little old
up at him.
life—not!” he said, with a pathetic
grin. “Emily Wayne loves me—I love
you—you love Jim Bradley—and Jim
loves Emily. Outside of that we re all
as happy as a bunch of pickpockets at
n
prison wardens' convention." And
he moved off gloomily toward the veranda In search of the grieving Emily,
while Edna watched hlin go with I
a
perplexed little smile on her lips.
But he did not find Emily, although
he did find Jim Bradley, smoking
For

an

sought hers

a War-Map Printer.
The contribution to the war of the
map engraving and printing plant of
the United States geological survey,
department of the Interior, has not
been limited to the reproduction of
rhe surveys executed by the topographic engineers, but has Included the reprinting of hydrographic and British
admiralty charts In large numbers for
the navy department and of various
military maps of French and Belgian
areas for the war department
Motortruck route maps and airplane route
maps have also been compiled and
printed for the use of the army, as
well as special charts and maps for
use at Instruction camps.
An interesting use of this specially equipped
printing plant has been the regular Issue of camouflage charts for the navy.
The regular geologic map work has
given place during the period of the
war to these exigency calls for color
printing for military purposes.

moodily.
“Jim." said Billy, “what we want k
this world don't amount to much. M
what the women want—that's diSkent! Now. 1 want Edna, and you wj»
Emily—hut women being contra-1Edna wants yon, and Emily wants m*.
Now. It's up to us to make them happy,
so the only thing to do Is for you to zo
nhend and marry Edna and I'll go and
find Emily and fix It up with her—"
“But I don't want Edna." protested
Jim violently, “and I'll be darned tf
I'll stand your marrying Emily. I
her myself."
“Why. you big chump!

want

I don't want
her—wouldn’t have her on a bet. But
we’ve got a chance to make the two
finest girls In the world happy by a
little sacrifice on our part.
Finally, after much persuasion, Jim
agreed, but when he decoyed Edna out
onto the lawn under the trees, she was

Preparation.
These twelve-year-old twins are In
the seventh grade of a Terre Haute
school. Both have paper routes and
with the proceeds from them buy their
own clothes and
Thrift stamps. It
takes self-denial often to buy the
stamps, but still they always buy ev-

thunderstruck at

ms

proposal.

“Why, Jim," she said. "T like .*00
better than any man I know—except
one—and he Is so stupid I guess W

Monday morning.

When the bond sale began recently
Iheir teacher taught them the song:
For your boy and my boy, and all the
8.

S

to

Geological Survey

boys out there.
Let’s pet together for the U.
do our share.

!

l

‘‘Forever Is a long, long time!" sp.
pistoled one of the men. “Right yoa
are. Billy!”

per's Magazine.
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have to propose to him myself."
But Billy was not so easily discouraged. “Yon see. It’s like this. EmilyI've been thinking about marrying yen
for a—some time—and we might just
as
well go ahead and have it over

A. and

She noticed that Clinton and Fred
did not sing with enthusiasm and wondered. But at noon she learned the
with.”
reason.
Clinton brought her a crump“Billy." laughed Emily, “you remind
led ttve-dollar bill. “It's for a bond for ! me of the Charge of the Light BriFred and me," he explained. “It will ! gade, but even so. I might marry y°°
If It weren't for the fact I'm In love
keep ns humping to pay It out. but
we're goln’ to do It so we can sing that
with somebody else."
bond song and not feel like slackers
"Well.” said Jim grouchily, as the
when
we’re doing It.—Indianapolis
two of them conferred by the front
News.
steps, “your dope was all wrong. And
we’re both out of it. Emily. It seem*
loves somebody else, but it isu’f me—
"Industrious Youth."
and Edna loves somebody else, hot
An Industrious youngster has been
busy at Palo Alto. Cal., during the | Isn't yon. There’s no eternal triangle
to this tragedy, It's more like a hollow
past season with a war garden, it is
about 70 feet square. On that patch i square.”
“1
of ground lie planted a
guess we have teased the®
variety of gar
In
came
den truck, cared for It all summer
Emily's amu*e
enough."
long
voice, "but can you Imagine two grown
and did the selling, fie realized
men being so stupid?”
thing like $100. which he Invested In
“No. I can’t; hut then," said the prafLiberty bonds and War Savings
tlcal Edna, "stupid men make the best
stamps. Besides this he stored
away
husbands."
in the cellar a fair
quantity of squash
Swiss Control Egg Trade.
Whereat Billy looked at Jim and Jin’
and other vegetables for
Under regulations by the Rerne
winter use
looked
at Billy.
Then with one and
The
is
youngster
liev. E. J. Gillespie.
cantonal government, egg merchants !
®n
the some Impulse they charged
! retired, eighty-three
years old.
must have a special trade permit from
those two defenseless maidens with e
the food supply office, justice and pfectlve suddenness.
He Changed the
lice departments.
The maximum reSubject.
And an Instant Inter Emily was mur“Miss Wombat, do you think two 1
tail price of eggs hns been fixed at
"
muring: “I thought you'd know It
enn live as cheaply as
seven
cents apiece and small
one?”
eggs
Edna
a
the
While
joke."
practical
I have never given the matter
must he sold at lower prices. Infracany
i°n,;
pleading—"Forever Isn't a long
tlons of the regulations are punishable
thought. \\ hen I get married I expect
time—Is
It.
Billy?"
by fines varying from *40 to $2,000 to make the money By.”—Louisville
"Not for a stupid husband." S<1
or by CO days' imprisonment.
Courier-Journal.
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i Billy blandly.

